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INTRODUCTION 
The quality of programs for young children has been studied extensively. Shared 
concerns for the wellbeing and development of young children, since the initial expansion of 
programs for children in the early 1900s, has led to a recognition that children of given ages 
have similar needs in terms of program quality regardless of program administration. A 
commonly held perception is that early childhood education in the United States has a history 
of dual development of one type of full-day program (e.g., child care) to provide care for 
children of working mothers and another type of half-day program to provide education for 
children of non-employed mothers (e.g., preschool programs or nurseries). Two 
classifications are made: care in the first type of program and education in the second. 
Recently, however, the term "educare" (Caldwell, 1991) or "early care and 
education" has been used to indicate that children, regardless of type of program they attend, 
need education and care (Roseman, 1999). Education and care are not two separate 
functions, but are elements necessary in any quality early childhood program whether it is a 
child care, preschool, or kindergarten. Smith (1996) suggested that "quality care is 
educational and quality education is caring" (p. 331). Therefore, quality of programs will 
become a central issue and program type of lesser importance. But, what is quality? 
Doherty-Derkowski (1995) suggested that the term "high quality" requires more than 
meeting minimal standards for health and safety. A high-quality program could be 
considered in terms of its effect on the child's health and safety, as well as the child's 
physical, social, emotional, and cognitive development. Children need stimulating 
interactions with adults to enhance social, cognitive, and language development in early 
childhood (e.g., Bronfrenbrenner & Morris, 1998). In addition, quality could be defined in 
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terms of the program's involvement with and support of the family in its child-rearing role. 
Therefore, a high-quality program is one that "supports and assists the child's physical, 
emotional, social, language, and intellectual development; and supports and complements the 
family in its child-rearing role" (Doherty-Derkowski, 1995, p. 4). 
Researchers have documented that high-quality programs have long-term positive 
effects on children's development. For example, children who attended quality early 
childhood programs were rated as having fewer behavior problems in elementary school than 
peers who had been enrolled in low-quality early childhood programs (e.g., Howes, 1987, 
1988; Vandell & Corasaniti, 1990; Vandell, Henderson & Wilson, 1988). Researchers also 
have documented that children enrolled in low-quality early childhood programs demonstrate 
poorer peer social skills than children who attend high-quality programs (e.g., Vandell & 
Corasaniti, 1990; Vandell et al., 1988). In addition, children who attended high-quality 
programs make more general academic progress in elementary school than do children who 
attended low-quality programs (e.g., Howes, 1988; NICHD & Duncan, 2003; Peisner-
Feinberg et al., 2001). Furthermore, high-quality programs that provide environments rich in 
spoken and written language experiences promote children's literacy and language 
development (e.g., McCartney, 1984; NICHD Early Child Care Research Network, 2000). 
Researchers also have documented that quality child care can enhance the development of at-
risk children and children from impoverished families (e.g., Campbell, Ramey, Pungello, 
Miller-Johnson, & Sparling, 2002). 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Most studies of quality programs for children conducted in the United States have 
employed a global perspective; that is, the impacts of a number of different program 
characteristics have been investigated simultaneously. The definition provided earlier 
implies that program quality is multidimensional ; therefore, one could argue that studying 
quality based on multiple areas of program characteristics is more useful than singling out 
one indicator or characteristic of the program. 
Researchers in the United States have identified multiple elements necessary for high 
quality programs for young children. These elements include: adult-child ratio (e.g., NICHD, 
1996; Scarr, Eisenberg, & Deat-Deckard, 1994), group size (e.g., Howes, 1983; Howes, 
Phillips, & Whitebook, 1992), educational background and training of teachers (e.g., Berk, 
1985; Whitebook, Howes, & Phillips, 1989), staff consistency (e.g., Howes & Rubenstein, 
1985; Whitebook et al., 1989), physical environment (e.g., Clarke-Stewart, 1987; NICHD, 
1996), and parent involvement (e.g., Hogan, 1991; Powell, 1997). 
Adult-Child Ratio 
Researchers have documented that appropriate adult-child ratio is an essential element 
in high-quality programs. Adults mediate and enhance children's social and physical 
interactions and, therefore, adults need to engage with limited numbers of children to 
guarantee their availability for stimulating and responsive interactions with them. The 
National Institute for Child Health and Human Development (NICHD) Early Child Care 
Research Network investigated characteristics of high-quality programs for infants and 
toddlers in nine states across ten research sites. Extensive observations revealed that low 
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adult-child ratio was associated with sensitive, warm, and responsive behaviors from adults 
toward children (NICHD, 1996). Low adult-child ratios were found to enable adults to give 
individual attention to each child, whereas high adult-child ratios led teachers to being unable 
to offer individual attention to children. These results replicate earlier findings (e.g., 
Burchinal, Roberts, Nabors, & Bryant, 1996; Ruopp, Travers, Glantz, & Goelen, 1979; Scarr 
et al., 1994). In infant-toddler centers, low adult-child ratios have been associated with adult 
responsivity, developmental^ appropriate activities, and children's social competence. 
Ruopp et al. ( 1979) gathered information on 38 infant and toddler child care centers, and 
concluded that infants and toddlers in settings with low adult-child ratios receive high-quality 
caregiving from teachers in terms of developmental^ appropriate activities and teacher 
responsivity. 
Also, Howes (1983) found, in a study of 40 toddlers and their caregivers, that adults 
engaged in more facilitative social stimulation, expressed more positive affect, and were 
more responsive and less restrictive in classrooms with low adult-child ratios. In terms of 
social interaction, Howes (1983) reported that low adult-child ratio predicted social 
competence and more complex play, whereas children in high adult-child ratio classrooms 
engaged in unproductive activities and low rates of social interaction. Field (1980) observed 
80 three- and four-year-old children in four child care classrooms that varied on two 
dimensions: adult-child ratio and physical environment. Observations of the four child care 
centers lasted one school year. Each child was observed 18 times with no less than 20 
minutes per observation period. Results documented higher verbal interaction and play 
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among children in low adult-child ratio classrooms compared to children in high adult-child 
ratio classrooms. 
In addition, Scarr et al. (1994) assessed quality of care in 363 classrooms with infants, 
toddlers, and preschool children in 120 child care centers. They used the Infant-Toddler 
Environment Rating Scale (ITERS; Harms, Cryer, & Clifford, 1990), the Early Childhood 
Environment Rating Scale (ECERS; Harms & Clifford, 1980), and the Assessment Profile 
for Early Childhood Programs (Abbott-Shim & Sibley, 1987). Scarr et al. (1994) concluded 
that adult-child ratio, not group size, was the important variable in predicting adults' 
responsive behavior toward children. 
In contrast, Hegland and Oesterreich (2004) examined the relations among child ratio, 
group size, and teachers' responsive behaviors in family child care homes and in infant-
toddler center-based classrooms. Using the Program Assessment Rating Scale (PARS; 
Mangione, 2004), Hegland and Oesterreich (2004) reported that group size was statistically 
significantly and negatively related to program quality. Caregivers working in larger groups 
of children, regardless of the staff-child ratio, were less sensitive, more negative in tone, less 
engaged, and less responsive than caregivers in smaller groups. Furthermore, they provided 
significantly less cognitive and language stimulation. In contrast, results of the study failed 
to document a correlation between adult-child ratio and program quality. Hegland and 
Oesterreich (2004) argue that these results should be considered cautiously and explained in 
terms of the limited range of adult-child ratios due to the regulatory context. In Iowa, adult-
child ratios are governed by registration and licensing regulations. Required ratios vary by 
age group; for example, adult-child ratio of 1:4 is required for infants and a ratio of 1:6 is 
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required for toddlers. Therefore, the restricted range of adult-child ratio makes statistical 
detection difficult. In contrast, group size, which is unregulated in Iowa, might relate more to 
quality because it is directly under caregiver or center director control. 
On the other hand, Burchinal, Roberts, Riggins, Zeisel, Neebe, and Bryant (2000) 
studied 89 African American children longitudinally from 6 to 36 months of age. Data were 
collected through observations of infant classrooms. Burchinal et al. (2000) employed the 
Bayley Scales of Infant Development (Bayley, 1969,1993), the Sequential Inventory of 
Communication Development (Hedrik, Prather, & Tobin, 1984), and the Communication and 
Symbolic Behavior Scale (Wetherby & Prizant, 1993) to measure cognitive development, 
language development, and communication skills, respectively. Results provided evidence 
that higher quality child care was related to higher measures of cognitive development at age 
three. Results also documented that classrooms that met professional recommendations 
regarding adult-child ratios tended to have children with better language skills (Burchinal et 
al., 2000). These recommended ratios were 1:3 or less for infant classrooms, 1:4 or less for 
mixed-age and toddler classrooms, 1:5 or less for 2-year-old classrooms, and 1:6 or less for 
3-year-old classrooms. 
In addition, studies involving older age groups (i.e., preschool age children) show 
interesting results. For example, the National Child Care Study (Ruopp et al., 1979) did not 
find strong or consistent relations between low teacher-child ratios in preschool child care 
classrooms and positive developmental outcomes. Similarly, Dunn (1993) did not emphasize 
the importance of low adult-child ratio as an indicator of positive child development 
outcomes. Using the ECERS (Harms & Clifford, 1980) to assess the environment of 30 child 
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care classrooms, Dunn (1993) concluded that adult-child ratio in preschool child care 
classrooms was not as important in predicting children's development as were the 
characteristics of the caregiver. 
Some researchers have associated adult-child ratio with quality infant-mother 
attachment. For example, in an attempt to study infant-mother attachment and program 
quality, Sagi, Koren-Karie, Gini, Ziv, and Joels (2002) conducted the Haifa study of Early 
Child Care in Israel. The study sample consisted of 758 infants representing the full socio­
economic status spectrum in Israel. The Strange Situation was used for this study and for the 
NICHD (1997) study. Results showed that in Israeli child care centers, the percentage of 
securely attached infants was significantly lower than in their counterpart centers in the 
NICHD (1997) study. The Haifa-NICHD merged data, in addition, documented a significant 
result showing that higher teacher-child ratios were associated with less infant attachment 
security (Love et al., 2003). 
Group Size 
Roupp et al. (1979) reported that the benefits of smaller group size were observed 
even when adult-child ratio was held constant. For example, adults' behaviors were reported 
to be more positive in situations of one adult with eight children than in situations of three 
adults for twenty-four children, even though adult-child ratio was 1:8 in both situations. 
Group or classroom size is important because of its effect on adults' behavior towards 
children in the classroom. Researchers have shown that adults in classrooms with large 
groups of children spend a higher percentage of their time simply controlling the children, 
and a smaller percentage of their time in social stimulation or in program activities (e.g., 
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Field, 1980; Roupp et al., 1979). For example, Roupp et al. (1979) found that in groups of 12 
or fewer three- to five-year-old children, adults were involved with children more actively 
than were adults with groups of 24 or more children. In addition, Howes (1983) found that 
larger groups were associated with less social stimulation and responsiveness in both center 
and family child care settings. Howes and Rubenstein (1985) further documented that 
children in small groups exchanged more verbal interaction than did children in large groups. 
In line with these results, the NICHD study team (1996) documented that the smaller the 
group size, the higher the probability of sensitive, positive care from adults. Furthermore, 
Howes, Phillips, and Whitebook (1992) assessed the quality of center-based child care on 
relationships with adults and peers for 414 children ranging in age from 14 months to 54 
months. Again, the ECERS (Harms & Clifford, 1980) was used to assess process quality in 
preschool classrooms and the ITERS (Harms, Cryer & Clifford, 1990) was used for infant 
and toddler classrooms. Results documented that classrooms that were in compliance with 
the Federal Interagency Day Care Requirements (FIDCR) for adult-child ratio and group size 
were more likely to be rated as high quality in caregiving and classroom activities. 
Clarke-Stewart, Gruber, and Fitzgerald (1994) observed 150 two- and three-year-old 
children in family and child care settings. Children were observed according to five 
categories: children at home with mother with or without siblings, children with an in-home 
caregiver, children in child care homes, children in centers or preschool part-time, and 
children in centers full-time. Results documented that small group size was the strongest 
predictor of home-based caregivers' positive behavior. Moreover, group size seemed to 
compromise sensitive, warm, and responsive caregiving in both centers and home-based 
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settings. However, Clarke-Stewart and Gruber (1984) had previously reported positive effects 
for group size; they reported that children in large groups were more knowledgeable about 
the stranger's social perspective and less likely to behave negatively with unfamiliar peers. 
More recently, Clarke-Stewart, Vandell, Burchinal, O'Brian, and McCartney (2002) 
used data from the NICHD dataset to assess whether regulable features of child care homes, 
such as teacher education and number of children, affect children's development. Children in 
the study were 242 at 15 months, 248 at 24 months, and 201 at 36 months, and results were in 
line with the researchers' previous findings. Teachers in child care homes that were in 
compliance with recommended group size limits showed more positive caregiving. 
Additional findings of the study documented that children with more educated and well-
trained teachers performed better on tests of cognitive and language development than did 
children with less educated teachers (Clarke-Stewart et al., 2002). Inconsistent with this 
finding, Burchinal, Howes, and Kontos (2002) found that quality of care is more a function of 
teacher education and training than a function of group size or adult-child ratios. However, 
group sizes for this sample were substantially smaller than is typically observed in child care 
centers (Burchinal et al., 2002). Burchinal et al. (2002) concluded that when making 
decisions about child care, parents should rely more heavily on teacher characteristics such as 
education and training than on adult-child ratios when selecting among programs with small 
to moderate group sizes. 
Educational Background and Training of Teachers 
The National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC), an 
organization that promotes quality early childhood education, states in their position 
statement on developmental^ appropriate practices that, "A major determinant of program 
quality is the extent to which knowledge of child development is applied in program 
practices" (Bredekamp, 1987, p. 3). The NAEYC shares this position with the Association 
for Childhood Education International, the National Association of State Boards of 
Education, and the National Association of Early Childhood Specialists in State Departments 
of Education also have mandated knowledge of child development consistently as a requisite 
for teaching and providing child care (Mandelson, 1994). Knowledge of child development 
provides teachers and caregivers with theoretical and scientific background regarding what 
children can do at given age levels and provides an understanding of developmental 
milestones. Teachers so trained should be in a better position to plan age-appropriate 
activities (Bredekamp & Rosegrant, 1992). 
Whitebook et al. (1989) conducted classroom observations, child assessments, and 
interviews with center directors and teaching staff in 227 child care centers in five 
metropolitan areas: Atlanta, Boston, Phoenix, Detroit, and Seattle. Results revealed that 
college-level training was associated with stimulating and effective teaching. Whitebook et 
al. (1989) also documented that teachers who have postsecondary school training in child 
development or early childhood education show higher rates of responsiveness, 
encouragement of children's efforts, and social stimulation than do teachers with a high 
school diploma or less. 
Researchers also have shown that teachers' educational levels correlate with 
providing developmentally appropriate activities for children (e.g., Howes, 1983; Roupp et 
al., 1979; Whitebook et al., 1989). In line with these findings, Berk (1985) found that 
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caregivers with at least some education in child development or related fields provided 
children with guidance, as well as encouragement and stimulation of their language skills, 
more often than did caregivers with less education. Furthermore, teachers with more college 
education or with college degrees provided children with even more guidance, 
encouragement, and stimulation. Howes et al. (1992) assessed the quality of relationships in 
child care centers with adults and peers for 414 children ranging in age from 14 to 54 months. 
Results reflected that children who experienced good caregiving tended to be securely 
attached with their teachers, whereas children exposed to less than good caregiving tended to 
be ambivalent toward their teachers. Also, Howes et al. (1992) reported that children who 
enjoyed secure relationships with their teachers also were more competent with their peers 
than were children with insecure relationships. Therefore, Howes et al. suggested, based on 
the results of this study as well as previous research findings, that only college-level training 
of teachers was associated with effective teaching. Howes et al. (1992) further argued that 
even with favorable adult-child ratios and group sizes, untrained teachers would find it 
difficult to provide developmentally appropriate activities. 
On the other hand, the NICHD Early Child Care Research Network (1996) did not 
document significant relations between teachers' educational background or training and 
quality of caregiving for infants and toddlers, whereas teachers' educational background and 
training were significantly important with older children (Whitebook et al., 1989). One 
possible explanation for these results may be that teachers of older children, including 
preschoolers and kindergartners, provide greater variety of activities and experiences than do 
teachers for infants and toddlers. However, if the term "educare" is to be adopted fully in the 
field, teachers of infants and toddlers, and older children in child care for that matter, need to 
provide children with more than just a healthy and safe environment. 
Nonetheless, in a more recent study (NICHD & Duncan, 2003), observational 
assessments were conducted at 6, 15, 24, and 36 months of age for children who were in 
child care for 10 or more hours per week. The NICHD's 1991 dataset was used for the study. 
The main objective of the study was to compare three statistical methods that adjust for 
family selection bias to examine whether child care type and quality of program related to 
later cognitive and academic skills. Caregiver-child interaction and stimulation experienced 
by children were used as indices of quality for the study, and the Observational Record of the 
Caregiving Environment (ORCE; NICHD & Duncan, 2003) was used to rate the quality of 
caregiving. The researchers were unable to establish empirically which model best adjusted 
for selection bias. However, NICHD and Duncan (2003) used the Bayley Scales of Mental 
Development (Bayley, 1969,1993) to measure children's cognitive development. Results 
suggested that child care quality predicted cognitive outcomes for children at age 54 months. 
In addition, teachers' education showed relatively consistent associations with children's 
cognitive development at 54 months. These results further suggested that children with early 
cognitive deficits profit most from high-quality care (NICHD & Duncan, 2003). 
Peisner-Feinberg et al. (2001) addressed the issue of long-term effects of child care 
following school entry. They examined the relation of child care quality in the preschool 
years to children's cognitive and social skills through second grade. Peisner-Feinberg et al. 
(2001) followed 733 children longitudinally from ages 4 to 8 years. Quality of the classroom 
environment was measured using the ECERS (Harms & Clifford, 1980). Results 
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documented that child care quality has a modest long-term effect on children's cognitive and 
socio-emotional development at least through kindergarten, and in some cases through 
second grade. In addition, the study provides evidence that teacher-child relationships 
characterized by teacher sensitivity and teacher responsivity were related to cognitive skills 
and even more strongly to social skills. Results also suggested that at-risk children are 
especially likely to benefit from high-quality care (Peisner-Feinberg et al., 2001). In line with 
these results, the Clarke-Stewart et al. (2002) study of infant and toddler child care centers 
documented that children with more educated and trained teachers performed better on tests 
of cognitive and language development than did children with less educated teachers (Clarke-
Stewart et al., 2002). 
Staff Stability 
The relationship between a child and adult is built on what is shared together and the 
child's experience of that adult. When the adult is consistently responsive and available 
when needed, the child develops, according to Bowlby (1982), a secure attachment 
relationship. On the other hand, if the adult ignores the child's signals, or there are frequent 
changes among adults, the child will develop either an anxious or avoidant attachment. 
Therefore, staff stability is an important component in early childhood programs. 
Howes and Rubenstein (1985) argued that young children have the ability to 
differentiate between stable and nonstable caregivers. Infants interact more with stable 
teachers than they do with nonstable teachers. Howes and Rubenstein (1985) further 
documented a significant relation between consistency of the primary caregiver and more 
social interactions with the adult by children aged 18 to 24 months. Howes (1983) also 
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documented that instability of caregivers was associated with lower rates of competent play 
with peers and objects. In another study, Howes (1988) followed 87 children through early 
childhood experiences and into first grade. After controlling for family characteristics, 
Howes (1988) found that academic progress, school skills, and fewer behavior problems were 
predicted by high-quality, stable child care. 
In line with the above findings, Whitebook et al. (1989), in their study of 227 child 
care centers, reported that instability or staff turnover is detrimental to young children. In 
programs where teacher turnover was high, Whitebook et al. (1989) found that children 
tended to be less engaged in social activities or social interactions with peers. Instead, 
children in centers with high staff turnover rates spent more time in aimless wandering than 
did children in centers with lower staff turnover rates. In addition, children in centers with 
high staff turnover were found to receive lower scores on measures of language development 
than were children of the same age in centers with lower staff turnover. 
Howes and Hamilton (1993) speculated that staff changes would be more 
disadvantageous to younger children than to older children. The fact that younger children 
are less mobile and have less well-developed social skills makes them more dependent on 
adults. To test their hypothesis, Howes and Hamilton (1993) observed 72 children, their 
teachers, and peers. Results documented that 18- to 24-month-old infants who experienced 
caregiver change, regardless of the quality of their attachment to the caregiver, were more 
likely to be aggressive than children who did not experience staff turnover. Phillips, Scarr, 
and McCartney (1987) studied nine centers in Bermuda. Results revealed that centers with 
low staff turnover rates had the highest quality ratings as measured by the ECERS (Harms & 
Clifford, 1980). 
In an effort to investigate factors related to staff turnover, Whitebook et al. (1989) 
reported many factors that contribute to high staff turnover rates. These factors are low 
wages and poor benefits packages, poor working conditions, lack of opportunities for input 
into the program's policy development and program planning, and poor communication 
patterns among staff. Moreover, Doherty-Derkowski (1995) argued that job satisfaction is 
the key to lower turnover rates, and therefore, that work conditions for early childhood 
caregivers and teachers should be improved. 
The Physical Environment 
The physical environment refers to both the indoor and outdoor space, as well as the 
availability of toys and equipment. Researchers have documented that both child 
development and adult behavior are influenced by the organization of the program's setting 
and the accessibility of materials. Moore (1986) investigated the effects of well-defined 
physical environments compared to poorly-defined environments. Moore described well-
defined physical environments by the following characteristics: clear boundaries and 
separation between circulation space, group space, and activity areas; at least partial acoustic 
separation of areas for small group and large group activities; space sizes appropriate for the 
intended activity such as large spaces for large group and gross-motor activities; an 
appropriate amount and type of storage, work surface, and display space; materials for use by 
the children located to be readily accessible to them; and variation in floor coverings, 
textures, and levels. Moore (1986) observed children and their teachers in 14 programs that 
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served children ranging in age from 18 months to 6 years. Results documented significant 
relations among well-defined environments and positive adult-child interactions; children's 
exploratory behaviors such as investigating, asking questions, and manipulating objects; and 
increased socially cooperative interactions among children. 
Field (1980) reported similar results for the effects of teacher-child ratio and 
organization of classroom space. Children were found to demonstrate improved and 
increased rates of cooperative peer interactions in classrooms with partitioned activity areas. 
Also, Hollo way and Reichhart-Erickson (1988) investigated the relation of child care quality 
to the activities of 4-year-old children during free play and their knowledge of social 
problems. Subjects for the study were 55 children attending 15 child care centers and 
nursery schools. Physical space, spaciousness of the environment, appropriateness and 
variety of the materials provided for play, and quality of the outdoor area were used as 
indicators of child care quality. The observations documented lower rates of unfocused 
activities in classrooms where the total classroom area was partitioned into smaller activity 
areas. 
Furthermore, the Chicago study conducted by Clarke-Stewart (1987) documented a 
relation between an organized physical environment and positive child development 
outcomes. Clarke-Stewart (1987) studied a sample of 80 children ranging in age from two-
to three-years-old in center-based child care and in home child care arrangements. The 
observations and tests conducted reflected that when the physical environment was safer and 
more orderly, and contained more varied and stimulating toys, and decorations and 
educational materials were appropriately organized into activity areas, children did better on 
tests of cognitive skills and social competence with adult strangers. Clarke-Stewart (1987) 
specifically concluded that neatness, orderliness, safety, and structure in the physical 
environment were related to higher levels of social competence, whereas the opportunities to 
interact with varied toys and educational materials were related to higher levels of cognitive 
competence. More recently, the NICHD study team (1996) documented that programs with 
organized space and more variety of appropriate materials tended to provide more 
stimulation and exploration to young children. 
Other researchers have documented the influence of the toys and equipment on 
children's activities. For example, in a study of 40 children ranging in age from 18 to 27 
months, Howes and Rubenstein (1981) reported that the highest levels of interactive play 
with peers occurred around large immovable objects such as climbing equipment and jungle 
gyms. Yet other studies have documented that preschoolers were more apt to play alone if 
the toys available were mainly things like puzzles, peg boards, Legos, or play-dough, whereas 
sharing behavior was associated with balls, puppets, dress-up clothes, and housekeeping 
areas (e.g., Henrickson, Strain, Tremblay, & Shores, 1981; Quilitch & Risely, 1973). 
Physical space is also associated with adults' behavior. Howes (1983) found that 
adults dealing with children ages 18- and 22-months, working in space that was safe, were 
less likely to be restrictive or negative than were providers working in space that was unsafe. 
In addition, they were more likely to be responsive and to engage in activities that would 
stimulate children's social development. 
Phyfe-Perkins (1980) made similar conclusions based on a review of literature on the 
physical environment and its effect on children's behavior. First, limited space was 
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associated with increased incidences of aggression and low social interaction and 
involvement, whereas large space was associated with decreased incidences of aggression 
and increased social interaction and involvement among children. Second, the way the 
indoor and outdoor spaces were planned and arranged affected interactions among children, 
as well as their safety. Finally, accessible developmentally appropriate materials were 
essential in children's active construction of knowledge. 
In addition, it has been suggested that a child's developing knowledge of language 
and literacy can best be facilitated by exposing children to print-rich environments (e.g., 
Adams, 1990; Clark, 1976; Lass, 1982; McLachlan-Smith, 1991). Central to this position, 
Dowhower and Beagle (1998) assessed four categories of the physical print environment of 
18 kindergarten classrooms: books; writing supplies; literacy centers; and examples of print 
subcategorized as student, teacher, and commercially produced. Results documented overall 
print-poor environments in most classrooms. A conclusion was made that the teachers may 
affect children's access to literacy areas and the amount and types of print displayed, as well 
as the opportunities children have to create their own print around the classroom (Dowhower 
& Beagle, 1998). 
Parent Involvement 
Communication between parents and teachers or caregivers is recognized as a key 
element in developmentally appropriate early childhood programs. The NAEYC guidelines 
on developmentally appropriate practices indicate that good practice entails reciprocal 
relationships with families, including mutual respect, cooperation, shared responsibility, and 
negotiation of conflicts toward achievement of shared goals (Bredekamp, 1987; Bredekamp 
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& Copple, 1997). Furthermore, teachers are to accommodate parents' choices for children 
and respond with sensitivity and respect to parents' preferences and concerns without 
abdicating professional responsibility to children, and involve families in assessing and 
planning for individual children (Bredakamp & Copple, 1997). 
Although it is recognized as an essential element in quality early childhood programs, 
family involvement is rarely included in studies of program quality (Powell, 1997). Studies 
that have been conducted, however, reflect positive outcomes of parent involvement in early 
childhood programs. For example, Hogan (1991) examined the relationships between 
parents and caregivers in 25 regulated home-based child care settings that had at least one 
three- or four-year-old child. Observations revealed that children whose parents talked most 
with caregivers showed the highest rates of positive interaction with both the caregiver and 
other children in the child care setting. Results suggest that communication between the 
parent and the early childhood staff member has a positive effect on the child's interactions 
with other children and adults. 
Ghazvini and Readdick (1994) investigated the relation between parent-caregiver 
communication and child care quality in 12 centers. Communication patterns were 
determined by questionnaire responses of parents and caregivers, and the ECERS (Harms & 
Clifford, 1980) was used to determine program quality. Results revealed positive 
correlations between quality of child care and frequency of parent-caregiver communication. 
Moreover, Peet, Powell, and O'Donnel (1997) speculated that children's performance is 
enhanced when adults in different settings such as family and school share similar 
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perceptions of the child because the adults create appropriately stimulating environments for 
the child in both settings. 
In an attempt to examine family participation in early childhood education, Fantuzzo, 
Tighe, and Childs (2000) developed the Family Involvement Questionnaire (FIQ) to indicate 
the nature and extent of parent involvement in their children's early educational experiences. 
The study included 641 parents of children enrolled in Head Start, comprehensive child care, 
kindergarten, or first-grade programs. Results revealed that parents with education beyond 
high school were engaged in higher levels of school-based involvement and home-school 
conferencing than were parents with less than high-school education. In addition, results of 
the study showed that two-parent families had higher rates of involvement than did single-
parent households (Fantuzzo, Tighe, & Childs, 2000). 
Quality Guidelines 
Some early childhood associations and organizations have invested resources to 
develop guidelines, recommended practices, and performance standards to guide quality in 
early childhood programs. These guidelines incorporate many of the research findings 
discussed in the previous sections such as adult-child ratio, group size, teacher education, and 
physical environment. 
Developmentally Appropriate Practices. The National Association for the Education 
of Young Children (NAEYC) is an organization committed to fostering the growth and 
development of children from birth through age eight providing educational services and 
resources to adults who work with and for children. The NAEYC has published position 
statements on developmentally appropriate practices (Bredekamp, 1987; Bredekamp & 
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Copple, 1997) that outline guidelines for delivering developmentally appropriate services in 
early childhood education programs. The documents were developed to support 
implementation of the NAEYC accreditation process to guide quality early childhood 
programs seeking accreditation. The second purpose was to respond to and possibly 
moderate the growing trend toward more formal, academic education for young children that 
resulted in a downward escalation of curriculum from the elementary grades. 
Developmentally appropriate practices as delineated by NAEYC focus on major 
principles based on research and theory. These principles are: stimulate learning in physical, 
social, emotional, and cognitive development via an integrated curricular approach; respond 
to individual differences in ability, interests, development, and learning styles by using age-
appropriate and individually-appropriate activities; offer children choices of many activities, 
materials, and equipment; offer children time to explore through active involvement and 
interaction with children and adults; and provide children with concrete and real experiences 
relevant to their own lives by using culturally appropriate activities (Rosegrant & 
Bredekamp, 1992). 
The NAEYC guidelines further emphasize the role of play in children's learning. 
Children learn best through play that is self-initiated, self-directed, and self-chosen. The 
role of the teacher is centered on providing a variety of rich and stimulating activities and 
supporting and guiding children's play. With respect to teacher-child interaction, the 
guidelines include teachers' curriculum goals, teaching strategies in preparing the 
environment and interacting with children, and the nature of teachers' guidance of children's 
social-emotional development. 
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Curriculum goals reflect the appropriateness of a teacher's curriculum beliefs and 
curriculum plans. Researchers have documented positive relations between caregivers', 
teachers', and directors' beliefs and developmentally appropriate ratings of classrooms and 
programs. For example, Oakes and Caruso (1990) examined the relation between 
kindergarten teachers' use of developmentally appropriate practices and their attitudes 
toward authority in the classroom. Twenty-five teachers completed the Problems in Schools 
Questionnaire (Deci, Schwartz, Sheinman, & Ryan, 1981) to reflect their attitudes about 
authority with children, and also completed a questionnaire about their professional 
backgrounds. Observational data were collected from the classrooms, and a behavior 
checklist was used to determine if teachers used developmentally appropriate practices in 
their classrooms. Results reflected that teachers who rated themselves higher in authority 
sharing as opposed to authority controlling were more likely to use developmentally 
appropriate practices in their classrooms. 
Teaching strategies reflect the teacher's facilitation of learning through the 
preparation of the environment and teacher-child interactions. The NAEYC guidelines 
define quality teaching strategies in terms of: 1) an appropriately prepared environment in 
which children are encouraged to explore actively and interact with materials, peers, and 
adults rather than one in which children are expected to be passive and concentrate on adult-
directed activities; and 2) appropriate adult interaction with children characterized by 
facilitation of children's activities through asking divergent questions, offering suggestions, 
and encouraging and helping children elaborate their activities (Bredakamp & Copple, 
1997). 
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Teachers' guidance of children includes both positive guidance techniques and the 
establishment of limits for children's behavior. According to the NAEYC guidelines 
(Bredekamp & Copple, 1997), guidance techniques include giving praise or encouragement; 
providing nurturance, comfort, help, and affection; redirecting behavior or suggesting 
alternate activities; and following up with directions given to children. 
The use of developmentally appropriate practices as a guide for program quality has 
been supported by researchers. Burts, Hart, Charlesworth, and Kirk (1990) explored 
differences in the frequency of stress-related behaviors such as complaints of feeling sick, 
physical hostility, nervous laughter, and nail-biting reflected by children in developmentally 
appropriate and inappropriate kindergarten classrooms. Thirty-seven developmentally 
appropriate and 20 developmentally inappropriate kindergarten classrooms were included in 
the study. Using a checklist for rating developmentally appropriate practices in kindergarten 
classrooms, Burts et al. (1990) reported that developmentally appropriate classrooms 
reflected more center, group story, and transition activities, while developmentally 
inappropriate kindergarten classrooms showed more whole group and workbook/worksheet 
activities. Results documented that children in developmentally appropriate classrooms 
showed significantly fewer stress-related behaviors than did children in developmentally 
inappropriate classrooms where stress behaviors were reported to be especially high during 
whole group and workbook/worksheet activities. 
Hirsh-Pasek, Hyson, and Rescorla (1990) examined the effects of early academic 
environments on children's developmental outcomes. Hirsh-Pasek et al. (1990) made 
comparisons between highly academic, developmentally inappropriate pre-kindergarten 
classrooms and low-academic, developmentally appropriate classrooms. Subjects for the 
study included 90 pre-kindergarten children and 56 follow-up children at the end of 
kindergarten. Results revealed that children who attended the high-academic pre-
kindergarten classrooms scored higher than did children in low-academic programs in tests 
of letter and numbers. At the end of kindergarten, however, the children who were enrolled 
in high-academic programs did not maintain their advantages during the kindergarten year. 
Instead, they reflected more negative attitudes toward school and were less creative and 
more anxious during parent-child tasks than were children who attended developmentally 
appropriate, low-academic preschool programs. 
Moreover, developmentally appropriate practices as delineated by NAEYC speak to 
other issues and indicators of quality early childhood programs. Developmentally 
appropriate practices include appropriate adult-child ratio, group size, educational 
background of teachers, staff stability, physical environment, and parent involvement. 
DEC Recommended Practices. Founded in 1973, the Division for Early Childhood 
(DEC) of the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC) is a national organization working 
with or on behalf of children with special needs, birth through age eight, and their families. 
At the beginning of the 1990s, DEC undertook a project to identify recommended practices in 
early intervention and early childhood special education. This process was guided by the 
intention to identify practices that result in quality programs and thus have a positive impact 
on both child and family outcomes (Sandall, Mclean, Santos, & Smith, 2000). These 
practices were compiled in a document entitled DEC Task Force on Recommended Practice 
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(1993), a book that outlines these concepts (Odom & Mclean, 1996), and more recently an 
updated version of this book (Sandall, McLean, & Smith, 2000). 
The DEC guidelines for recommended practices cover seven themes: inclusion, 
family involvement, assessment, Individualized Family Service Plans (IFSPs) and 
Individualized Educational Plans (IEPs), curriculum and intervention, service delivery, and 
transition. 
Inclusion is a concept that supports the basic right of young children with disabilities 
to full and active engagement in their communities. The issue of individual appropriateness 
with inclusive environments incorporates the role of the family as the decision maker; 
families will choose which setting is optimal and most natural for their children with 
disabilities. Therefore, successful inclusion practice implies that families' choices of 
inclusive programs as the best service delivery model for their young children with 
disabilities will become typical rather than being the exception (LaMontagne, Danbom, & 
Buchanan, 1998). As with NAEYC, DEC identifies age appropriateness as practices that 
consider young children with disabilities' developmental and chronological ages when 
planning interventions (Mclean & Odom, 1993). 
Family involvement is an area in which the DEC recommended practices puts great 
emphasis. The DEC recommended practices prescribe a strong focus on family centered-
practices, and family and child advocacy to support families' active roles in the assessment 
and intervention process (LaMontagne et al., 1998). 
Assessment is used for instructional planning and identification of children with 
special needs (Bredekamp, 1987; Bredekamp & Rosegrant, 1992; DEC Task Force on 
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Recommended Practices, 1993). More specific consideration is given to a systematic set of 
procedures for information gathering including screening, eligibility, program planning, 
monitoring, and evaluation (Neisworth, 1993). The DEC recommended practices support the 
use of socioecologically valid assessment procedures and the right of families' access to all 
assessment information related to themselves and their children. In addition, DEC 
recommended practices provide guidance on family involvement. Families determine the 
acceptability of assessment materials and the use of family information related to concerns 
and priorities as a guide to planning the assessment (Neisworth & Bagnato, 2000). 
IFSPs and IEPs are mandated by law and designed for the purpose of individualizing 
education programs and to link assessment to an intervention plan systematically. In 
developing general early childhood education program units and activities, professionals pay 
attention to the diverse needs of children whom the program serves using a curriculum that 
incorporates continuous planning, implementation, and assessment (Rosegrant & Bredekamp, 
1992). The DEC recommended practices emphasize the notion that IFSPs must specifically 
address family priorities, concerns, and resources, as well as include desired outcomes for the 
child with special needs and the family (Trivette & Dunst, 2000). On the other hand, IEPs 
should provide precise goals and objectives individualized for the child, as well as a plan for 
achieving them and monitoring progress toward them (Wolery, 2000). 
Curriculum and intervention strategies should meet the needs of a wide range of 
children, encourage and support positive relationships with members of children's families, 
be meaningful and functional for children and their families, and actively support the 
engagement of young children with their environments (Mclean & Odom, 1993). The DEC 
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recommended practices tend to promote great emphasis on learning outcomes as 
demonstrated by a child's performance of a developmental skill, whereas NAEYC guidelines 
support a focus on cognitive and psychological development that a child experiences while 
learning (LaMontagne et al., 1998; Mclean & Odom, 1993). 
Generally, practices for young children should be delivered in nurturing, safe, 
accessible environments, and meet the needs of young children's development. For young 
children with disabilities, DEC recommended practices expand these components into a 
service delivery approach that represents an expansion of typical early childhood education 
and community environments (Mclean & Odom, 1993). 
The DEC recommended transition practices identify strategies for supporting young 
children and their families as they move among programs, services, and environments. DEC 
practices emphasize the role of families in preparing themselves, their children with special 
needs, and the receiving environments for transition (Mclean & Odom, 1993). For young 
children with disabilities, a strong emphasis is put on formal interagency agreements and 
well-planned transition programs that use precise procedures for all individuals and agencies 
involved in the transition (LaMontagne et al., 1998). 
Mclean, Snyder, Smith, and Sandall (2002) executed a field survey to obtain ratings 
from key stakeholders in the field to validate the DEC recommended practices. Survey 
questionnaires were sent to 800 practitioners, administrators, parents, and higher education 
professionals. Returned surveys were received from 388 respondents who supported all the 
recommended practices. Mclean et al. (2002) considered a practice as recommended if more 
than 50% of the respondents to a particular item indicated "Agree" or "Strongly Agree" in 
response to the statement "This is a recommended practice." Actually, every practice 
received 90% or more of the respondents' endorsements. 
Head Start Program Performance Standards. One of the most important provisions of 
the 1994 Head Start Act was the requirement to review and revise the Head Start Program 
Performance Standards for the first time in 20 years (Lombard! & Cubbage, 2004). This law 
required the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to develop performance 
measures of the quality and effectiveness of Head Start Programs. In addition, the Head Start 
Act of 1994 required the Department to review and revise the regulations guiding teacher 
education, and family service workers and to promote the development of model training 
curricula. 
Many studies were executed to examine whether performance improvements of Head 
Start programs were achieved, (e.g., Powell, 1998; Powell, Brush, & Gaidurgis, 1998). 
Researchers documented that structural features of quality improved from 1990 to 1995. 
Researchers found significant lower adult-child ratios in center-based and home-based 
programs. In addition, results showed lower group sizes, decreased year-to-year staff 
turnover, and higher rates of qualified teachers. Finally, the researchers showed that 
improvements were stronger for programs at the lowest levels of quality in 1990 (Powell, 
2004). 
The Head Start Act of 1998 contained new provisions to address further 
improvements (Lombard! & Cubbage, 2004). Qualifications for classroom teachers were 
strengthened by adding a new set of requirements. At least one teacher in every classroom in 
center-based programs had to demonstrate competency to 1) plan and implement learning 
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experiences that promote children's physical and cognitive development, 2) provide a safe 
and healthy learning environment, 3) support children's social and emotional development, 
and 4) encourage family involvement and support parent-child relationships (Lombard! & 
Cubbage, 2004). 
Furthermore, the Head Start Act of 1998 established a new provision on education 
performance standards to ensure school readiness. This provision reflected emphasis on 
language and literacy. The new performance standards must ensure that children 1) develop 
phonemic, print, and numerical awareness, 2) understand and use language to communicate 
for various purposes, 3) understand and use increasingly complex vocabulary, and 4) develop 
and demonstrate an appreciation for books (Lombard! & Cubbage, 2004). 
As a result, the revised Head Start Program Performance Standards (U.S. Department 
of Health and Human Services, 1999) covered ten themes: 1) child health and developmental 
services, 2) education and early childhood development, 3) child health and safety, 4) child 
nutrition, 5) child mental health, 6) family partnerships, 7) community partnerships, 8) 
program governance, 9) human resources management, and 10) facilities, materials, and 
equipment. In addition, The Head Start Program Performance Standards established 
standards on services for children with disabilities. 
The Head Start Family and Child Experience Survey (FACES) was launched in 1997 
to evaluate the impact of these recent efforts on the quality of classroom practices and 
children's overall development (DHHS, 2001). FACES employed a stratified random sample 
of 3,200 children and their families in Head Start classrooms. Findings indicated that the 
quality of most Head Start classrooms is good, and that Head Start is succeeding in 
narrowing the gap between disadvantaged children and all other children in terms of school 
readiness (DHHS, 2001). However, the findings suggested the need for improvements in the 
language and literacy components of programming and recommended that future 
improvements focus on four issues: 1) the quality of the education component, 2) renewed 
health services and parental involvement, 3) expanding Early Head Start to cover more 
expectant families and their infant and toddler children, and 4) more training, technical 
assistance, and any resources needed to promote effective collaboration (Lombard! & 
Cubbage, 2004). 
Does Quality Alone Matter? 
Literature in the field provides strikingly consistent evidence for the importance of 
quality early care and education in the development of young children High-quality care has 
been associated consistently with improved cognitive and language skills across a wide range 
of studies (e.g., Burchinal et al., 1996; Howes et al., 1992; Love et al., 2003; Peisner-Fein et 
al., 2001; NICHD, 2000). However, results associating quality care and social development 
have not been completely consistent. For example, recent studies conducted by NICHD 
Early Childhood Care Research Network (2003a, 2003b) suggested that extensive early 
experience in any form of non-maternal care may be associated with later behavior problems, 
including aggressive and defiant behaviors as well as child-adult conflicts, regardless of 
quality of care. Nevertheless, quality may be an important moderator of the amount of time 
in care (e.g., Love et al., 2003). 
In addition, child and family characteristics and family selection of child care are 
important issues to consider in child care research because the type and quality of child care 
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are related to demographic and family characteristics that predict outcomes (e.g., Lamb, 
1998; NICHD & Duncan, 2003). 
The present researcher maintains the position that child care is a reality of modern 
life. Many families have no choice but to send their children to part-time or full-time out-of-
home care to secure the necessities of life for their families. Following this line, the 
researcher strongly believes that quality of care and education for infants, toddlers, preschool-
age, and school-age children is a priority for all concerned. High-quality child care 
moderates the negative effects of quantity time in child care as consistently documented by 
researchers. Young children need high-quality child care to "short-circuit the development of 
internalizing and externalizing behavior problems" (Maccoby & Lewis, 2003, p. 1074) and to 
enhance their cognitive and social-emotional development. 
Toward International Quality Indicators 
The international community has come to realize the importance of establishing 
guidelines for identifying and establishing quality early childhood programs for young 
children. For example, the main issue at the International Conference of the World 
Organizations for Early Childhood Education, held in Hong Kong in 1996, was achieving 
quality early childhood programs. Recommendations to establish this goal included 
considering quality from the perspective of parents and society, as well as from the 
perspectives of advocates, researchers, and providers; establishing policy steps that will 
produce high quality; thinking about the totality of children's experiences as quality inside the 
classroom and inside the entire program must be major priorities; conceptualizing services as 
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services for children and their families; and realizing that quality programs cannot exist 
without quality training, good regulations, and involved parents and communities. 
More recently, global guidelines for early childhood education and care in the 21st 
century were a major theme of the International Symposium for Early Childhood Education 
and Care for the 21st Century, held in Ruschlikon, Switzerland in 1999. Early childhood 
education professionals from 28 countries composed seven working groups. They produced 
one document representing guidelines for early childhood programs that are especially useful 
for nations just beginning to establish polices about the settings for the care and education of 
young children. The guidelines covered the following areas: environment and physical space 
of settings for children; curriculum content and pedagogy; early childhood educators' and 
caregivers' knowledge including knowledge of performance, personal, and professional 
characteristics, and moral and ethical dimensions; partnership with families and 
communities; services for young children with special needs; and accountability, supervision, 
and management of programs for children. 
International Perspectives on Quality: Snapshots 
Quality of early childhood education programs has been on the top of the American 
research agenda for more than two decades. As reflected here, numerous studies have been 
conducted in the United States, and recommendations for quality indicators are well 
established. Some nations have established indicators for quality programs, and other 
developing countries are working toward this goal. The following are a few examples of the 
efforts to offer children quality early childhood programs in some countries. 
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India. India's Constitution (1950) mentions young children. For example, Article 45, 
concerned with the issue of fundamental rights, states, "The State must endeavor to provide 
free and compulsory education for all children until they complete 14 years of age" 
(Khalakdina, 1998, p. 168). In recent years, an interpretation of the term "quality" involved 
factors such as relevance to the community and the basis in perceived needs, which vary 
across communities (Swaminathan, 1998). However, certain stable indicators such as 
attainment of certain standards in health, nutrition, and education are involved in different 
communities and across different programs. Moreover, flexibility, sensitivity and 
responsiveness to needs, adaptation to diversity, cultural relevance, and extent of community 
participation became important criteria for evaluating program quality (Swaminathan, 1998). 
The age group covered under early childhood education in India is birth to age eight. 
The birth-to-three age group is essentially state-supported or sponsored by non-governmental 
organizations child care/creche facilities. The three-to-six age group participates in early 
childhood centers or preschools. Between ages five and six, children start grade school 
(Kaul, 1992). According to Kaul (1992), four types of programs operate to serve children 
from birth to age six. The Integrated Child Development Services programs offer mainly 
health and nutritional services and are sponsored by the Central Government Department of 
Women and Child Development. The early childhood education centers or child cares also 
offer health and nutrition services and are run by voluntary agencies with governmental 
assistance. Preschools offer non-formal preschool education and are run by the state 
governments, municipal corporations, and other agencies. Commercial, fee-charging 
preschools also offer non-formal preschool education and are run by private individuals or 
agencies. In 1992, the various state-sponsored and voluntary programs served 6,224,000 
children in India (Kaul, 1992). This number, a small proportion of those requiring services, 
represents less than 12 percent of the corresponding age group. 
The United Kingdom. In recent years, increased emphases have been placed on the 
importance of quality and standards in early childhood programs, by both the private sector 
and the government in the United Kingdom (Brophy & Statham, 1994). In the private sector, 
a number of organizations such as Kids Club Network and Pre-school Playgroups 
Association (PPA) have developed guidelines and codes of good practice. The national 
government established a Committee of Inquiry within the Department of Education and 
Science to report on the quality of the educational experiences offered to three- and four-year-
olds. Legislation also has been used as a tool to establish quality early childhood programs. 
For example, The Children's Act (1989) requires local authorities to review all existing 
programs for children under eight years of age every three years. 
In an effort to provide young children from birth to eight years with developmentally 
appropriate curriculum, voluntary and independent sectors in the United Kingdom came 
together to explore possibilities of reaching consensus regarding what is an appropriate 
curriculum. These efforts gave birth to the Agreed Framework for Early Learning (AFEL), 
which is based on a British model of developmentally appropriate practices (Miller, 1997). 
The model's central ideas are compatible with NAEYC's developmentally appropriate 
practices guidelines. According to AFEL, the child's education is seen as an interaction 
between the child and the environment, including adults, and the people with whom the child 
interacts are of central importance. 
Children commence primary school at age five. Children under age five are offered a 
variety of programs. Nursery education is offered publicly by the State. Day nurseries are 
open year-round, and, public or private, must be registered by the social services department 
of the local authority. The public nursery schools serve three- and four-year-old children, 
whereas children form birth to age five may attend day nurseries (Curtis, 1992). The public 
nurseries offer a curriculum based on the needs of three- to five-year-old children. Day 
nurseries, on the other hand, emphasize care rather than the education of children. The 
preschool playgroups established by the PPA provide opportunities for all types of play, 
encouraging children to explore, discover, and converse. As of 1990, there were some 
18,000 registered playgroups in the United Kingdom serving children ranging in age from 
two and a half to four years. 
Sweden. In Sweden, national policy documents emphasize early childhood education 
and care as primary goals. National polices for education are built on humanistic traditions 
and grounded on the democratic system (Alvestad & Samuelsson, 1999). Emphasis in early 
childhood education is on programs for children while their parents are occupied with work 
and education (Carlson, Zvagina, & Sjolom, 1997). Swedish law guarantees a placement for 
each working or studying parent's child within a few months from the day parents request it 
(Alvestad & Samuelsson, 1999). As a result, young children attend publicly supported 
preschools while parents work or engage in educational training. "Preschool" is the official 
name for child care as well as kindergarten (Alvestad & Samuelsson, 1999). Costs are 
among the highest in the world, but care is available for most families who need child care. 
The primary goals of early childhood education have to do with the creation of an 
environment that enhances the implementation of democratic values and the development of 
the whole child (Kàrrby & Giota, 1994). The development of the whole child involves high-
quality relationships between children and adults characterized by a respect for the child's 
own initiative, the emotional atmosphere, informal communication, and non-directive 
teaching. 
Sweden has come a long way, from having no guidelines at all to having national 
curricula in place. Over a period of 20 years, teachers have been introduced to the idea of 
having curricula (Alvestad & Samuelsson, 1999). Curricula for early childhood programs in 
Sweden are heavily loaded on the professional experiences and reflections of teachers 
through their local development work over the years. Preschool is being viewed now as a 
place where life-long learning begins. 
China. All children are expected to proceed at the same pace. The child is 
responsible for keeping up and poor performance is usually attributed to not working hard 
enough (Vaughan, 1993). China, and other countries in the Far East for that matter, 
emphasize academics and use teaching methods similar to those used in Chinese elementary 
classrooms. China's socialist ideals and Confucian traditions place emphasis on whole-
group, teacher-directed approaches rather than the use of individual choices and creative self-
expression. As a result, early childhood education in China is in conflict with Western ideas 
regarding developmentally appropriate practices, which are seen as the heart of quality early 
childhood programs in the West. According to NAEYC, a high-quality developmentally 
appropriate program is both age-appropriate and individually appropriate. Furthermore, 
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children are encouraged to explore materials and interact actively with peers and adults rather 
than be expected to be passive and concentrate on adult-directed activities. Therefore, 
teacher-directed, whole-group approaches common to Chinese early childhood practices do 
not promote developmentally appropriate classrooms according to Western standards. 
Preschools and kindergartens represent the two types of early childhood programs in 
China providing children with comprehensive educational content areas: habits of hygienic 
living, physical activities, morality, language, natural and social common sense, mathematics, 
music, and art (Laing & Pang, 1992). There were 57 preschools in 1985, and there were 
176,000 licensed kindergartens in 1987 (Laing & Pang, 1992). This is due to the efforts of 
research institutions and organizations such as the National Preschool Education Research 
Association and the Early Childhood Education Research Division of the Chinese Central 
Education Research Institute. 
Korea. Teacher education and training standards are established by education law and 
are enforced within each educational institution by the Ministry of Education (Shim & 
Herwig, 1997). Teachers of early childhood education have a four-year college degree or two 
years of college and passing scores on the National Teacher Exam (Lee, 1997). In addition, 
there is a recent trend to improve the quality of teacher education on a continuous base. 
Thus, in-service teacher education efforts have increased a great deal. Continuing education 
institutions have been established in four-year colleges (Shim & Herwig, 1997). 
Korean early childhood institutions include kindergartens, Saemaul nursery schools, 
private nursery schools, child care centers, and family child care programs (Shim & Herwig, 
1997). Kindergartens are divided into private and public, administered by the Ministry of 
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Education, and serve three- to six-year-old children. The Saemaul nursery schools, unique to 
Korea, provide protection and education to three- to six-year-old children from low-income 
families, and provide all-child care for children of working parents (Shim & Herwig, 1997). 
Private nursery schools are university run institutions serving three- to four-year-old children, 
in addition to private nurseries established in apartment complexes. In addition, four types of 
child care centers are identified in Korea: private, public, family, and employer-provided 
child care centers. These centers serve 3.8 percent of all children from infancy to age six 
(Shim & Herwig, 1997). 
Early Childhood Education in Sudan 
Sudan is the largest country in Africa, with an area of almost one million square 
miles. Ethnologically, Sudan is composed of several groups. The Northern and Central 
zones are a mixture of Arabs and Africans. The result of this mixture is that the Northern 
Sudanese are Negroid in their features and Arabic in culture. Southern Sudan has remained 
beyond the reach of Arab influence and is composed of different purely African tribes, each 
with its own language and culture (Badri, 1978, 1992). This diversified ethnicity in Sudan is 
posing problems for unity, leading to major political problems including a civil war. 
Literature on the history and development of early childhood education in Sudan is 
limited. However, Badri (1992) and Khattab (1995) give an adequate description that is 
summarized below. After the spread of Islam in northern and central Sudan in the 16th 
century, education in general followed the traditional Islamic model represented by the 
Khalwa. The Khalwa is a traditional type of school that has no age limits for enrollment of 
students. Male students range in age from seven years to late teens. The sole purpose of the 
Khalwa is to teach Quran, the Islamic book. The teacher in the Khalwa is called Faki. The 
Faki, who by definition must be a male teacher, is more than a teacher. Discipline is a major 
component in his teaching load; corporal punishment as a means of discipline is the rule and 
anything else the exception (Badri, 1992). Rote learning is the usual mode of teaching. 
Under the Anglo-Egyptian administration (1898-1955), the first kindergartens were 
established as part of the Catholic missionary school. The terms "kindergarten" or 
"preschool education" are used to refer to programs serving children under the age of first 
grade. Kindergartens were established in Khartoum and Omdurman attached to the Catholic 
missionary schools. Music, play, and drawing constituted the curriculum in these programs. 
Soon after, the Coptic College in Khartoum founded a kindergarten on its premises for the 
purpose of serving the Egyptian community. Both the Catholic and Coptic kindergartens 
used Arabic as the medium of instruction. The first Sudanese kindergarten was established in 
1930. 
In spite of the westernization of Sudan in the Anglo-Egyptian era, the Khalwa 
maintained its position as an important component of the educational map in Sudan. 
According to the statistical reports in 1930, some 11.5 percent of school-age boys were 
receiving some kind of education, with the Khalwa accounting for 8 percent of this figure. 
Since independence from the Anglo-Egyptian administration in 1956, enormous 
strides in formal education have been achieved under the supervision of the national 
government. The government, represented by the Ministry of Education, focused on 
expanding elementary, intermediate, and secondary education. All finances and manpower 
were allocated toward that goal. 
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In the area of early childhood education, the present situation is not different from that 
under the Anglo-Egyptian administration. The Ministry of Education, although accepting of 
the idea of early childhood education programs since the 1970s, has not required 
kindergartens in its existing schools. Instead, the Ministry functions as the licensing 
authority, leaving the task of early childhood education to the private sector including 
individual and private organizations. As a result, four different types of kindergartens have 
been identified (Badri, 1992; Khattab, 1995): 1) privately-owned elementary school 
kindergartens attached to private schools, 2) privately-owned kindergartens in rented 
buildings, 3) the Department of Social Welfare kindergartens, and 4) the associations' 
kindergartens that are run by business unions. In addition, there is only one university-run 
program operated by Ahfad University for Women. All these types of kindergartens 
combined provide service to only 6 percent of Sudanese children under age six. 
Kindergartens are located primarily in the Capital and other big cities in Sudan. In rural 
areas, however, the Khalwa is still the only means of education. The Khalwa would be 
located on the school premises, representing an early childhood program. 
The elementary school kindergarten is the oldest of all types of programs. As 
mentioned earlier, the first was established in the early 1900s by the Catholic Mission. These 
kindergartens, which are attached to missionary primary schools, are very few in number, 
about six (Badri, 1992) to nine (Khattab, 1995). The high fees required for enrollment 
restrict access to these kindergartens, for the most part, to the rich who can afford to pay. 
Discipline and the teaching of reading, writing, and arithmetic are the emphases of the 
curriculum in the elementary school kindergartens. Music and songs are also included as part 
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of the curriculum. In effect, the curriculum is a downward extension of first grade 
curriculum. 
The privately owned kindergartens are based on the individual initiatives of certain 
wealthy women. These kindergartens began to exist in large cities, mainly the three cities 
that constitute the capital: Khartoum, Khartoum North, and Omdurman. Except for a few, 
these kindergartens operate in private homes or rented houses, and space for children's play 
is generally limited. Adequate toilet facilities are rare. Furthermore, the classrooms are not 
properly ventilated. Most of the women in charge of these kindergartens have no 
professional training. These kindergartens are more like play groups or baby-sitting services 
than early childhood education programs. Children are merely safeguarded from harming 
themselves while playing (Badri, 1992). 
The governmental kindergartens established by the Department of Social Welfare 
started operating in the early 1970s in the capital. These originally included 12 kindergartens, 
each of which was assigned a small corner in the youth center of a family club. All 12 
kindergartens had the same daily timetable, which was drawn up in the Department 
headquarters. Some of the teaching staff had received in-service training in the form of a few 
general lectures on child development. Currently, there are a total of 106 governmental 
kindergartens available in the three major provinces of the capital. 
The association kindergartens are the most recent type of kindergartens. These 
kindergartens were established and are operated by different associations or unions of 
workers and employees of both the governmental and private sectors. Each kindergarten 
usually serves children of the members of the association or union. Most of these 
kindergartens are located in the particular association's club which is a building used in the 
evenings by the association members for social entertainment. 
In addition, there is only one university-run kindergarten (the Ahfad University Early 
Childhood Education and Training Center). Research suggests (e.g., Vandell & Powers, 
1983) that university-run early childhood programs in the United States are served by 
teachers with higher levels of training, large amounts of space per child, and good staff-child 
ratios. Similarly, the Ahfad University Early Childhood Education and Training Center can 
be considered the best early childhood program in the country. 
Curriculum. As mentioned earlier, the Ministry of Education acts as a licensing 
authority to those who want to establish kindergartens. However, the Ministry has no 
specific licensing regulations. Furthermore, the Ministry is maintaining its position with 
regard to incorporating kindergartens in its existing educational system. However, in 1992, a 
series of workshops and seminars were conducted under the supervision of the Ministry of 
Education for the purpose of constructing a national curriculum for existing kindergartens. 
The researcher attended one of these workshops. The emphasis of the proposed National 
Early Childhood Curriculum was on memorizing the Quran, and the objectives were to help 
children memorize as many verses of the Quran as possible before they enter first grade. In 
addition, the National Early Childhood Curriculum promotes teacher directed instruction and 
sheet work activities rather than emphasizing child-initiated activities. The National Early 
Childhood Curriculum was approved and first introduced in 1993. 
Mohamed and Mohamed (1998) investigated teachers' attitudes toward the National 
Early Childhood Curriculum. Forty-five teachers responded to a questionnaire reflecting 
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their attitudes toward the National Early Childhood Curriculum. Results documented that 
teachers in the sample criticized the curriculum for its emphasis on rote learning. In addition, 
the National Early Childhood Curriculum did not cover the different domains of cognitive, 
motor, emotional, and social development of young children. Recommendations to modify 
the curriculum were made by the researchers. 
Teacher Training. A major problem facing the development of early childhood 
education in Sudan is the lack of teacher training institutions. The Department of Social 
Welfare, however, with aid and funding from the United Nations Children Fund (UNICEF), 
established a center for training kindergarten teachers in 1983. The center is located in 
Khartoum and provides a six-month training course in child development, nutrition, art, 
music, and the production of developmental^ appropriate teaching materials. The 
participants are usually teachers who have spent some years working in kindergartens. A 
plan to increase the course duration to one full year is now under consideration. 
The other institution that provides training for early childhood educators is Ahfad 
University for Women. Ahfad University offers a bachelor's degree in psychology and early 
childhood education. However, many graduates prefer to work in other fields because of low 
salaries in early childhood education. Ahfad University also offers training courses for 
selected rural women who receive up to six months of training in child development as well 
as training on how to set up kindergartens in their rural areas. Other universities have started 
recently to offer degrees in early childhood education. 
In summary, the limited literature on early childhood education in Sudan led to 
questioning the availability of any quality early childhood programs. Little is known about 
the contribution different indicators make to the quality of early childhood education in 
Sudan. Therefore, the purpose of this study was to provide empirical data to describe the 
quality of kindergartens in Sudan. 
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METHOD 
The present study examined 60 kindergartens in the three major provinces of the 
capital of Sudan: Khartoum, Khartoum North, and Omdurman. Classroom observations and 
head teachers' responses to questionnaires provided data on kindergarten characteristics, 
program quality, and teachers' qualifications and experience. In addition, teachers provided 
data regarding their perspectives on the Sudanese National Early Childhood Curriculum. 
The study was designed to address the following research questions: 
1. To describe Sudanese kindergarten programs' administration, teacher characteristics, 
teachers' perceptions of the National Early Childhood Curriculum, and program 
quality. 
2. To examine the relation between program quality and kindergarten administration 
(i.e., private and governmental kindergartens). 
3. To examine the relations among kindergarten quality and the following factors: 
program type, teacher education, teacher specialization, teacher experience, teacher 
training, acceptance of the National Early Childhood Curriculum, adult-child ratio, 
group size, length of school day, enrollment fees, exposure to prints, accessibility of 
materials, and parent-teacher communication. 
4. To examine the relations among the rates and quality of parent-teacher 
communications, program related factors, and teacher characteristics. 
The Sample 
The State of Khartoum, Sudan consists of seven provinces. The three major provinces 
namely Khartoum, Khartoum North, and Omdurman, were selected for this study. The 1999-
2000 educational statistics released by the Department of Educational Planning at the 
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Ministry of Education in the State of Khartoum were used to reflect the latest figures on 
kindergartens in those three provinces. There were a total of 593 licensed governmental and 
private kindergartens in the three provinces. Table 1 summarizes information regarding the 
distribution of these kindergartens. 
Table 1. Private and Governmental Kindergartens in the Capital of Sudan 
Provinces Number of Private Governmental Total 
Municipalities Kindergartens Kindergartens 
#=16 #=487 #=106 #=593 
Khartoum 6 246 16 262 
Khartoum North 6 129 53 182 
Omdurman 4 112 37 149 
The sample for this study consisted of 60 kindergartens. Equal numbers of private 
(#= 30) and governmental kindergartens (#=30) were selected from the pool of private 
kindergartens (#=487) and governmental kindergartens (#=106). One classroom from each 
of the 60 kindergartens was selected for observation. In cases where there was more than 
one classroom in the program, the five-year-old group was selected for the study. Random 
selection was applied in cases of more than one group of five-year-old children or multiple 
mixed-age groups. Head teachers from each selected classroom also participated in the 
study. 
Approval for conducting the study was obtained from the Human Subjects Review 
Committee at Iowa State University (see Appendix A). Consent forms were distributed to 
directors of the kindergartens and head teachers of the selected classrooms (see Appendix A). 
Approval was obtained prior to any observation or interview. 
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Instruments 
In each classroom, observational data were collected to describe program quality. An 
adapted version of The Early Childhood Classroom Observation Scale (ECCOS; National 
Association for the Education of Young Children, 1991) was used to collect observational 
data. The ECCOS-A was used to observe classrooms, and the Classroom Demography 
Information Sheet was used to obtain information regarding program characteristics. Finally, 
the Teacher Questionnaire was used to assess head teachers' attitudes toward the National 
Early Childhood Curriculum. Both of the last two measures were developed for this study. 
The Early Childhood Classroom Observation Scale. The ECCOS-A was adapted for 
this study from the original ECCOS. (See Appendix B). The National Association for the 
Education of Young Children (NAEYC) introduced the ECCOS and promotes its use to rate 
the level of quality in early childhood programs seeking accreditation from the National 
Academy of Early Childhood Programs (NAECP), which is the accreditation division of 
NAEYC. The ECCOS consists of 71 items that rate the quality of programs in the following 
areas: interactions among teachers and children, implementation of the curriculum, the 
physical environment, and mechanisms for protecting children's health and safety, and 
nutrition. Permission to use and adapt the ECCOS for the study was obtained in writing from 
NAEYC (see Appendix A). 
To assess the acceptability and adaptability of the ECCOS to the Sudanese culture, 
the researcher contacted a group of nine Sudanese professionals during the summer of 1999. 
This group consisted of two early childhood university professors, three early childhood 
directors, and four early childhood teachers. These professionals were asked to evaluate, 
comment on, and modify the ECCOS to suit the Sudanese culture. Focused interviews with 
the nine professionals revealed a high rate of acceptability for use of the ECCOS in the 
Sudanese culture. The researcher initially intended to contact more than the nine 
professionals using snowball sampling techniques; however, the unanimous approval of the 
ECCOS by the selected professionals led the researcher to stop interviewing and conclude 
that the ECCOS is acceptable to the Sudanese culture. However, minor adaptations and 
modifications were made to two items without changing the basic intent of each item. For 
instance, an example included in an item of the ECCOS states, "Teachers do not force 
children to apologize or explain their behavior but help children recognize another child's 
feelings." In Sudanese culture, it is passionately expected that one apologizes for 
wrongdoing; therefore, the item was modified in the ECCOS-A to, "Teachers help children 
recognize another child's feelings before apology is delivered." Another item on the ECCOS 
that deals with the use of media, such as television, films, and videotapes, was not included 
in the analyses. The researcher found, during data collection, that only six programs used 
media in their programming for children. Internal consistency of the ECCOS-A for the data 
was  ve r i f i ed  us ing  Cronbach ' s  Alpha  ( r  =  .98) .  In te rna l  cons i s t ency  fo r  the  subsca les  was  ( r  
= .95) for "Interactions among Teachers and Children", (r = .96) for "Curriculum", (r = .90) 
for "Physical Environment", and (r =.82) for "Health and Safety." 
The Classroom Demography Information Sheet. A Classroom Demography 
Information Sheet (CDIS) was developed by the researcher to collect demographic 
information to describe the early childhood classrooms (see Appendix C). The CDIS 
consists of a series of items covering information such as the type of program, group size, 
adult-child ratio, description of prints on classroom walls, and accessibility of materials. 
Information was recorded through direct observation. 
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The Teacher Questionnaire. To assess teachers' beliefs and practices regarding the 
National Early Childhood Curriculum and to examine their perceptions regarding staff-
family relationships and interactions, a Teacher Questionnaire was used (see Appendix D). 
Part one of the Teacher Questionnaire opens with demographic data about the teacher, 
including age, educational background, experience, and in-service training. Part two covers 
program information such as group size, adult-child ratio, age of children, and length of 
school day. The researcher verified information on group size and adult-child ratio by direct 
observation and the highest figure, whether reported by teachers or observed directly by the 
researcher, was used for analyses. Part three includes the Parent-Teacher Communication 
Scale (PTCS) and is composed of six Likert-type items, with all items scored on a five-point 
set of ordered responses ranging from (1) almost never to (5) very often. Some items were 
selected from the Staff Questionnaire used in the NAEYC accreditation procedure (NAECP, 
1991). Internal consistency of the PTCS was verified using Cronbach's Alpha (r - .91). Part 
four consists of the National Curriculum Acceptance Scale (NCAS) that assesses teachers' 
beliefs regarding the National Early Childhood Curriculum. This section contains 13 Likert-
type items, with all items scored on a five-point gradation ranging from (1) strongly disagree 
to (5) strongly agree. Part five consists of one item to reflect how often teachers used the 
curriculum in their classroom activities and an open-ended item to collect teachers' 
additional comments on the National Early Childhood Curriculum. Internal consistency for 
the NCAS was verified using Cronbach's Alpha (r - .99). 
Data Collection Procedures 
Training. The principal researcher received seven hours of training on administration 
of the ECCOS from an NAECP validator. This validator is also involved with the Program 
of Study committee for the principal researcher. Training involved observing two early 
childhood programs and coding with the ECCOS. The first program visited was a university-
based laboratory school and the second was a community-based child care program. 
Discussion of ratings followed each visit. The discussions were focused on how to rate a 
criterion as being "partially met" or "not met." It was agreed to follow the manual and rate a 
criterion as "partially met" when at least half the indicators, but not all, were checked, 
whereas when fewer than half the indicators were checked, the criterion would be rated as 
"not met." 
Contacts with a prospective second researcher were made upon the principal 
researcher's arrival in Sudan. The chosen second researcher is a graduate of Ahfad 
University for Women, has three years experience working as a kindergarten teacher, and is 
working currently in a non-governmental organization dealing with issues regarding women 
and children. The second researcher's role was to conduct observations with the principal 
researcher for the purpose of establishing inter-rater agreement and ensuring reliability of the 
data. Training of the second researcher included familiarizing her with the study and 
conducting pilot observations in four kindergartens. Again, discussions followed each visit 
and inter-rater agreement was checked. Initially, inter-rater agreement on the Early 
Childhood Classroom Observation subscales ranged from 82% to 100%. After resolving 
disagreements with discussion, final inter-rater agreement reached 100%. Inter-rater 
agreement was established prior to data collection. 
Translation. A procedure called back-translation was employed in translating the 
ECCOS-A into the Arabic language (see Appendix B). In back- translation, one bilingual 
individual translates from the source to the target language, and another blindly translates 
back to the source (Brislin, 1986). The procedure can then be repeated several times until the 
back-translated version closely approximates the original source. Therefore, a bilingual 
lecturer of early childhood education at Ahfad University for Women translated the ECCOS-
A into the Arabic language. Another bilingual Early Childhood professional translated the 
Arabic version back to English. This last procedure was not repeated because the translated 
version closely approximated the original English version of the ECCOS-A. 
Initial Contacts and Data Collection. Upon arrival in Sudan (July, 2000), the 
principal researcher obtained the most recent list of all licensed early childhood programs 
(kindergartens) in the State of Khartoum from the State Ministry of Education. This process 
consumed more than ten days, as Sudan lacks public records that are easily available or 
adequately compiled. It was determined that due to feasibility issues and time frame for data 
collection to include only the three major provinces in this study: Khartoum, Khartoum 
North, and Omdurman. In addition, most of the population is concentrated in Khartoum, 
Khartoum North, and Omdurman, and therefore so are most of the kindergartens. Contacts 
with kindergarten directors and head teachers were made following random selection. 
However, the researcher could not reach some of the kindergartens initially chosen. 
Addresses of kindergartens were not provided in the list obtained from the State Ministry of 
Education. The researcher had to contact the head office of each of the sixteen municipalities 
to obtain addresses and driving directions to the randomly selected kindergartens. Some of 
the addresses were not clear or hard to find in a country like Sudan where not all streets are 
named. Therefore, the researcher had to establish a rule in the search process: A 
kindergarten that is not to be found in two hours will be dropped from the study, and a 
replacement kindergarten will be selected randomly. This rule was followed until the 60 
kindergartens were contacted. Although the researcher did not manage to contact the first 60 
kindergartens randomly selected for the study due to the reasons listed above, the researcher 
was successful in obtaining approvals from the first 60 kindergartens contacted. 
The contact phase of the study initially was intended to be completed prior to any 
observation or interview. However, due to the difficulties associated with locating the 
different kindergartens, the researcher decided to collect data the same day first contact was 
made. Accordingly, whenever possible the researcher conducted the program observation 
and gave and received questionnaires for the head teacher on the same day. The researcher 
interviewed the 60 head teachers. The average time for each teacher interview was 20 
minutes. 
Collection of data lasted for five and a half months. In collecting observational data, 
the researcher observed each program using the ECCOS-A and the CDIS for a minimum of 
two and a half hours. 
Preliminary Analyses 
To maintain inter-rater reliability, the second researcher observed 20% of the sample 
with the principal researcher; programs were selected based on the availability of the second 
researcher on the day of observation. Therefore, observations involving the second 
researcher lasted throughout the data collection period. Inter-rater reliability for coding was 
established by using percentage of agreement per item. Inter-rater agreement on the 
ECCOS-A items ranged from 86% to 100% on the different subscales. The overall inter-
rater agreement across all items was 94%. 
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RESULTS 
As the present study is, to my knowledge, the first to examine quality of 
kindergartens in Sudan, descriptive data are being presented first to provide a context for the 
study. Demographic descriptions of participating classrooms and head teachers will be 
presented. Means and ranges or frequencies and percentages will be provided as applicable. 
Tables 2 and 3 present these data. 
Kindergarten Classroom Information 
Type of Kindergarten and Administration. Sixty kindergartens were included in the 
study; 30 were private kindergartens and 30 were governmental kindergartens. Private 
kindergartens were distributed in the three cities as follows: Khartoum (n = 13, 43.3%), 
Khartoum North (n = 9, 30%), and Omdurman (n = 8, 26.7%). The majority of 
governmental kindergartens were in Khartoum North (n = 13, 43.3%). Table 1 presents these 
data. The majority of kindergartens were not religiously affiliated (N= 35, 58.3%). 
Religious affiliation was determined by whether or not a kindergarten carries an Islamic 
name. The overwhelming majority of private kindergartens were not religiously affiliated 
(n = 23, 76.7%) while almost half the governmental kindergartens were religiously affiliated 
(n- 14, 46.7 %). 
The length of school day for the large majority of private (n  = 16, 53.3%) and 
governmental (n = 20, 66.7%) kindergartens, reported by teachers, was five hours. Teachers 
in private kindergartens reported more five-hour long days (n = 14, 56.7%) than did teachers 
of governmental kindergartens {n = 9, 30%). Only one teacher (3.3%) reported that the 
length of school day at the governmental kindergarten where she worked was six hours. 
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Governmental kindergartens assessed much lower fees than private kindergartens. 
The overwhelming majority of governmental kindergartens (n - 24, 80%) imposed less than 
3,000 Sudanese Dinars per month as compared to only a small minority of private 
kindergartens (n = 3,10%). The majority of private kindergartens (n = 10, 33.3%) imposed 
between 4,100 - 5,000 Sudanese Dinars. No family paid more than 4,000 Sudanese Dinars 
per child in governmental kindergartens in one month. Officially, the American dollar is 
equivalent to 260 Sudanese Dinars. 
Children Served and Group Arrangements. Private and governmental kindergarten 
teachers reported the minimum and maximum ages of children enrolled in their classrooms. 
Participating private kindergartens enrolled children as young as 3 years and 9 months 
(SD = 5.93) and children as old as 5 years and 10 months (SD = 2.81). Children enrolled in 
governmental kindergartens were as young as 3 years and 11 months (SD = 5.29) and as old 
as 5 years and 9 months (SD = 2.14). 
Adult-child ratio in the private kindergartens included in the study ranged from 1:6 to 
1:33 (M= 1:16, SD = 6.69). Results for governmental kindergartens, where the adult-child 
ratio ranged from 1:5 to 1:38 (M= 1:17, SD = 7.65), were similar. 
The average number of boys in private kindergarten classrooms was 11.93 (SD = 
6.26), and the average number of girls was 11.03 (SD = 5.65). For governmental 
kindergarten classrooms the average was 11.53 (SD = 7.27) boys and 12.07 (SD = 5.25) girls. 
Overall, there were no significant differences between private and governmental kindergarten 
classrooms in the average number of boys and girls. However, the range of children in 
classrooms was very large. Private kindergarten classrooms enrolled from 6 to 49 children, 
and governmental kindergarten classrooms enrolled from 5 to 60 children. 
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Classroom Environments. The researcher reported the prints on kindergarten walls 
that are child, teacher and commercially produced and contained letters, numbers, and 
children's work based on one of three levels: almost none, few, or adequate. "Almost none" 
was coded for classrooms where prints on walls were rare. "Few" was coded for classrooms 
where more than half the wall space was blank. "Adequate" was coded for classrooms where 
more than half the classroom walls were covered with prints. Forty-three percent of private 
kindergartens had adequate numbers of prints on their walls, as compared to only 13.3% of 
governmental kindergartens. Two-third of the governmental kindergartens included in the 
study had few prints in their walls (66.7%). In addition, 20% of governmental kindergartens 
had almost no prints on walls, as compared to 14% of private kindergartens (see Table 2). 
The researcher reported children's accessibility of materials on one of three levels: 
not accessible, partially accessible, or fully accessible. "Not accessible" was coded for 
classrooms where materials were totally inaccessible to children. "Partially accessible" was 
coded for classrooms where at least some of the materials were not accessible to children. 
"Fully accessible" was coded for classrooms where materials were totally accessible to 
children. Results documented that 46.7 % of private kindergartens provided their children 
full accessibility of materials, as compared to 13.3% of governmental kindergartens. The 
majority of governmental kindergartens (70%) provided their children partial accessibility of 
materials, as compared to 46.7% of private kindergartens. In addition, fewer private 
kindergartens (6.7%) provided almost no accessibility of materials than did governmental 
kindergartens (16.7%). 
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Table 2. Classroom Description of Private and Governmental Kindergartens 
Private Kindergartens Governmental Kindergartens 
#=30 % M Range #=30 % M Range 
Location 
Khartoum 13 43.3 7 23.3 
Khartoum North 9 30 13 43.3 
Omdurman 8 26.7 10 33.3 
Religious Affiliation 
Religious 3 10 14 46.7 
Not religious 23 76.7 12 40 
Cannot decide 4 13.3 4 13.3 
Length of School Day 
Four hours 14 46.7 9 30 
Five hours 16 53.3 20 66.7 
Six hours 0 0 1 3.3 
Fees per Month 46 25 - 60 28.5 20 - 40 
(in Hundreds Sudanese 
Dinars) 
Minimum Age of Children 52 45 - 65 52.6 47 - 62 
(in Months) 
Adult-Child Ratio 1:16 1:6-1:33 1:17 1:5-1:38 
Group Size 23 6-49 24 5 - 60 
Boys 12 3 -25 12 2-35 
Girls 11 2-26 12 2-28 
Prints on Walls 
Almost none 4 14 6 20 
Few 13 43 20 66.7 
Adequate 13 43 4 13.3 
Accessibility of Materials 
Not accessible 2 6.7 5 16.7 
Partially accessible 14 46.7 21 70 
Fully accessible 14 46.7 4 13.3 
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Teachers' Demographic Information 
The majority of teachers in governmental kindergartens (n  = 19, 63.3%) were 
between 31 to 40 years of age, and six governmental kindergarten teachers (20%) were more 
than 41 years old. On average, private kindergarten teachers were younger than 
governmental kindergarten teachers. These data are represented in Table 3. 
The overwhelming majority of private (n  = 21, 70%) and governmental kindergarten 
(n = 18, 60%) teachers reported that they have a bachelor's degree as the highest level of 
education completed. However, a noticeable number of governmental kindergarten teachers 
(n = 12, 40%) and private kindergarten teachers (n = 7, 23.3%) reported a high school 
diploma as the highest level of education completed. A larger percentage of private 
kindergarten teachers (n = 16, 53.3%) had majored in early childhood education or a related 
field as compared to governmental kindergarten teachers (n = 5, 16.7%), where a large 
number of teachers reported that they had specialized in other fields (n- 13, 43.3%). 
A large percentage of private kindergarten teachers (n= 12, 40%) reported only one 
opportunity for in-service training during their careers as kindergarten teachers, as compared 
to fewer governmental kindergarten teachers (n = 3, 10%). Overall, governmental 
kindergarten teachers were more likely to report multiple opportunities for in-service training 
than were their counterparts in private kindergartens. 
Half the teachers in both types of kindergarten reported that their experiences in 
teaching ranged from two to five years. Governmental kindergarten teachers reported more 
experience on average, than did private kindergarten teachers. Furthermore, governmental 
kindergarten teachers (80%) were more likely to report that they had worked in their present 
kindergartens for two or more years than their private kindergarten counterparts (60%). 
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Table 3. Demographic Information of Head Teachers 
Private Kindergartens Governmental Kindergartens 
#=30 % #=30 % 
Age (in Years) 
21  -30  13  43 .3  5  16 .7  
31  -40  14  46 .7  19  63 .3  
Above 40 3 10 6 20 
Education 
High school 7 23.3 12 40 
Partial college, enrolled in 2 6.7 0 0 
college, or specialized training 
Bachelor's degree 21 70 18 60 
Area of Specialization 
No Specialization (no degree) 7 23.3 12 40 
ECE or related field 16 53.3 5 16.7 
Other 7 23.3 13 43.3 
Years of Experience 
Less than 1 year 3 10 1 3.3 
1 year 6 20 1 3.3 
2 - 5  y e a r s  1 5  5 0  1 5  5 0  
6 -10  yea r s  3  10  11  36 .7  
11 -20  yea r s  3  10  2  6 .7  
Years at Present Kindergarten 
Less than 1 year 6 20 1 3.3 
1 year 6 20 5 16.7 
2 - 5  y e a r s  1 4  4 6 . 7  1 6  5 3 . 3  
6 -10  yea r s  3  10  7  23 .3  
11 -20  yea r s  1  3 .3  1  3 .3  
Training Opportunities 
None 0 0 1 3.3 
One opportunity 12 40 3 10 
Two opportunities 10 33.3 13 43.3 
Three opportunities 3 10 9 30 
More than three opportunities 5 16.7 4 13.3 
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Quality of Kindergarten Classrooms 
For each kindergarten, quality was measured with the ECCOS-A, some questions on 
the CDIS, the NCAS, and the PTCS. Scores for the ECCOS-A were calculated by summing 
the items of each subscale. Possible scores for the "Interactions among Teachers and 
Children" subscale range from 15 to 45; actual scores ranged from 17 to 45. Possible scores 
for the "Curriculum" subscale range from 20 to 60; actual scores ranged from 23 to 57. For 
the "Physical Environment" subscale, possible scores range from 11 to 33, and actual scores 
ranged from 13 to 32. Possible scores for the "Health and Safety" subscale range from 15 to 
45, and actual scores ranged from 23 to 45. Possible scores for the "Nutrition and Food 
Service" subscale range from 1 to 3; actual scores ranged from 2 to 3. A total score for the 
adapted ECCOS-A was also computed for each kindergarten. Possible scores range from 62 
to 186; actual scores ranged from 78 to 180. Table 4 presents the means and standard 
deviations for each subscale and total scores on the ECCOS-A. Table 5 reflects the 
frequencies, means, and standard deviations for subscale scores on the ECCOS-A for private 
and governmental kindergartens. 
Teachers' Attitudes towards the National Early Childhood Curriculum 
As part of the first objective of the study, the researcher examined teachers' attitudes 
toward the National Early Childhood Curriculum imposed by The Sudanese Ministry of 
Education. Do teachers perceive the National Early Childhood Curriculum as 
developmental^ and individually appropriate? Factor analysis of the NCAS revealed that 
the correlation matrix was not positive definite which indicates linear dependency and perfect 
dependability of scores. A teacher's response to the first item on the NCAS predicts her 
responses to the remaining 12 items. Therefore, factor analysis will not be reported. 
Scores were summed across the 13 Likert-type items of the NCAS to produce a total 
score reflecting teachers' attitudes towards the National Early Childhood Curriculum. 
Possible and actual scores for private and governmental kindergarten teachers ranged from 13 
to 65 with higher scores indicating stronger endorsement. Mean scores were 46.10 for 
governmental kindergarten teachers (SD - 15.60) and 39.43 for private kindergarten teachers 
(SD - 17.02). 
Also, scores were summed across the six Likert items of the Parent-Teacher 
Communication Scale (PTCS) to produce a total score reflecting the degree of 
communication between teachers and parents. Possible scores range from 8 to 42; actual 
scores for private kindergartens ranged from 18 to 42 (M= 30.63, SD = 7.74), whereas for 
governmental kindergartens the actual scores ranged from 16 to 42 (M= 28.1, SD = 5.31). 
Table 4. Means and Standard Deviation of Kindergarten Subscales and ECCOS-A 
Total Scores 
Subscales Range M SD 
Interactions among Teachers and Children 17 -45  32.17 8.14 
Curriculum 23 -57  38.98 10.81 
Physical Environment 13 -32  20.27 5.19 
Health and Safety 23 -45  35.08 4.86 
Nutrition 2 - 3  2.48 .50 
ECCOS-A Total Scores 78 - 180 128.98 27.59 
Table 5. Private and Governmental Kindergartens Scores on Subscales of the ECCOS-A 
Subscales 
N 
Not Met 
(M) M 
Partially Met 
# (SD) M 
Fully Met 
# (SD) M 
Interactions among Teachers and Children 
Private kindergartens 
Governmental kindergartens 
Curriculum 
Private kindergartens 
Governmental kindergartens 
Physical Environment 
Private kindergartens 
Governmental kindergartens 
Health and Safety 
Private kindergartens 
Governmental kindergartens 
Nutrition and Food Service 
Private kindergartens 
Governmental kindergartens 
ECCOS-A 
Private kindergartens 
Governmental kindergartens 
10 (2.75) 
15 (3.65) 
14 (5.11) 
18 (4.53) 
14 
23 
1 
2 
0 
0 
(2.95) 
(2.60) 
(0) 
(2.12) 
(0) 
(0) 
12 (10.17) 
17 (11.54) 
23.70 
23.73 
29.86 
30.17 
16.93 
16.74 
26 
24.5 
0 
0 
105.33 
103.65 
20 
14 
28 
28 
12 
19 
(3.77) 
(4.43) 
(4.24) 
(3.80) 
(0) 
(0) 
38.75 
36.93 
16 (4.22) 51.06 
12 (5.29) 46.75 
16 (2.73) 26.31 
7 (2.87) 24.71 
36.79 
34.11 
2 
2 
18 (14.64) 156.67 
13 (15.72) 145.62 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
18 
11 
0 
0 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
(0) 
0 
45 
0 
0 
0 
0 
45 
0 
3 
3 
0 
0 
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Teacher Agreement with the National Early Childhood Curriculum and Kindergarten 
Affiliation. The researcher tried to identify factors that might influence teachers' acceptance 
and endorsement of the National Early Childhood Curriculum. First, the researcher predicted 
that kindergarten religious affiliation would influence teachers' acceptance of the National 
Early Childhood Curriculum. To examine the expected differences on teacher's scores on 
the NCAS based on kindergartens' religious affiliation, a one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) was conducted with the NCAS scores as the dependent variable (see Table 6). No 
significant results were documented [F(2, 57) = 3.16;p = .050]. However, teachers working 
in kindergartens that carry Islamic names had higher scores on the NCAS (M= 50.82, SD = 
15.42) than did teachers who were working in kindergartens that did not carry Islamic names 
(M= 38.97, SD = 15.75), reflecting a trend among teachers working in religiously affiliated 
kindergartens to endorse the National Early Childhood Curriculum. 
Table 6. Analysis of Variance Comparing Teachers' Agreement with the National 
Early Childhood Curriculum as a Function of Kindergarten Religious 
Affiliation 
df  Mean Square F p 
Religious Affiliation Between 2 804.90 3.16 .050 
Groups 
Within 57 254.82 
Groups 
Teacher Agreement with National Early Childhood Curriculum and Teacher-Related Factors. 
The researcher also predicted that teacher education, teacher specialized training, 
years of experience, years working at present kindergarten, and opportunities for in-service 
training teachers received would relate to their acceptance of the National Early Childhood 
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Curriculum. To test for significant differences in scores as a function of teacher education, a 
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted with the teachers' scores as 
dependant variable. The results showed significant differences [F (2, 57) = 3.81;/? = .028]. 
Scheffe's multiple-range test for post-hoc analyses revealed a significant difference between 
teachers with a high school diploma and teachers with college degrees. Teachers with 
college degrees were significantly less likely to approve of the National Early Childhood 
Curriculum than were teachers with a high school diploma (p = .041). 
As expected, a statistically significant difference was found when teachers' 
specialization was the independent variable in a one-way analysis of variance [F (2, 57) = 
6.95; p - .002]. Teachers who had specialized in early childhood education or related fields 
were less likely to endorse the National Early Childhood Curriculum than were teachers with 
only a high school education or those who had specialized in other areas. In addition, there 
was a trend toward a relation between the number of years working at the present 
kindergarten and teachers' acceptance of the National Early Childhood Curriculum. 
Teachers with more years at their present kindergartens were more likely to disapprove of the 
National Early Childhood Curriculum [F (4, 55) = 2.54,p = .050]. Table 7 presents these 
findings. 
Curriculum Use. A West was conducted to examine differences in the degree to 
which teachers implemented the National Early Childhood Curriculum during daily activities 
as a function of program-related factors such as religious affiliation and teacher-related 
factors  such as  teacher  educat ion.  Signif icant  resul ts  were documented for  program type [t  
(1, 58) = -3.12; p = .003]. Teachers in governmental kindergartens used the National Early 
Childhood Curriculum more often than did teachers in private kindergartens. However, an 
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analysis of variance with program religious affiliation as an independent variable showed no 
significant differences [F(2, 57) = 2.80,p = .069]. 
Table 7. Analysis of Variance Comparing Teachers' Agreement with the National 
Early Childhood Curriculum as a Function of Teacher Characteristics 
df  Mean Square F P 
Age Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
2 
57 
105.94 
279.35 
.38 .686 
Teacher Education Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
2 
57 
951.37 
249.68 
3.81 .028 
Specialization Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
2 
57 
1580.63 
227.61 
6.95 .002 
Years of Experience Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
4 
55 
425.81 
262.40 
1.62 .182 
Years at Present 
Kindergarten 
Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
4 
55 
628.72 
247.63 
2.54 .050 
Training Opportunities Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
4 
55 
13.54 
292.37 
.046 .996 
Results from the analyses of variance conducted on teacher-related factors 
documented significant differences for teacher specialization [F (2, 57) = 7.196; p = .002]. 
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Teachers who had specialized training in early childhood education or related fields were less 
likely to use the National Early Childhood Curriculum than were teachers who had 
specialized in other fields. Table 8 presents these findings. 
Table 8. Analysis of Variance Comparing Teachers' Use of the National Early 
Childhood Curriculum as a Function of Teacher Characteristics 
df  Mean Square F P 
Age Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
2 
57 
1.40 
8.83 
.16 .854 
Teacher Education Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
2 
57 
21.35 
8.13 
2.62 .081 
Specialization Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
2 
57 
51.00 
7.09 
7.20 .002 
Years of Experience Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
4 
55 
15.30 
8.09 
1.89 .125 
Years at Present 
Kindergarten 
Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
4 
55 
16.64 
7.99 
2.08 .095 
Training Opportunities Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
4 
55 
7.47 
8.66 
.86 .492 
Program Type 
The second objective of the study was to examine differences between private and 
governmental kindergarten programs' quality. A series of analyses were conducted. 
Program Type and Program Characteristics. Governmental kindergartens were more 
likely to be religiously affiliated than were private kindergartens. Programs were dropped 
from this analysis because it was impossible to determine whether or not the name 
represented an Islamic affiliation. Results of a 2 x 2 Chi-Square after deletion of "can not 
decide" kindergartens documented a significant relation between religious affiliation and 
program type [X2 (1, N = 52) = 10.58,/? = .001]. 
A f-test revealed statistically significant differences between private and 
governmental kindergartens in enrollment fees. Private kindergartens imposed higher fees 
than did governmental kindergartens [t (1, 58) = 8.89,p = .001]. No significant differences 
were reported for length of school day (p = .137), adult-child ratio (p = .556), or group size 
(p = .831). 
The researcher considered prints on walls and accessibility of materials as quality 
related program characteristics, and t-tests revealed statistically significant differences. 
Private kindergartens were found to have more prints on their classroom walls [/ (1, 58) = 
2.20,p = .032] and have more materials accessible to children [t (1, 58) = 2.85,/? = .006] 
than did governmental kindergartens. 
Program Type and Teacher Related Factors. A series of independent sample Mests 
were performed to investigate differences between the characteristics of teachers in private 
and governmental kindergartens. Results revealed statistically significant differences in age, 
total number of years of teaching experience, and years working at present kindergarten. 
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Governmental kindergarten teachers were significantly older than private kindergarten 
teachers [f (1, 58) = -2.23,p= .030], more experienced [f (1, 58) = -2.05,p = .045], and had 
worked more years in their present kindergartens [t (1,580 = -2.06, p = .044] than had private 
kindergarten teachers. No differences were found for teacher education (p = .272), area of 
teacher specialization (p = .875), or opportunities for in-service training (p = .175). Table 9 
presents these findings. 
Table 9. Comparisons between Private and Governmental Kindergarten Teachers 
Teacher Characteristics t  P 
Age -2.23 .030 
Education 1.11 .272 
Specialization -.16 .875 
Years of Experience -2.05 .045 
Years at Present Kindergarten -2.06 .044 
Training Opportunities -1.37 .175 
Program Type and NCAS, PTCS, and ECCOS-A Scores. To examine expected 
differences between private and governmental kindergarten teachers' scores on the NCAS 
and PTCS, Mests were conducted. No significant differences were documented. There were 
no mean differences between private and governmental kindergarten teachers in their 
acceptance of the National Early Childhood Curriculum (p = .119) or their communications 
with parents (p - .145). 
T-tests were conducted to examine differences between private and governmental 
kindergartens scores on the ECCOS-A total and subscales. Results showed statistically 
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significant differences between private and governmental kindergartens on the ECCOS-A 
total scores [t (1, 58) = 2.07,p <05]. Private kindergartens had higher ECCOS-A total 
scores than did governmental kindergartens. Statistically significant differences were also 
found between private and governmental kindergartens on the "Physical Environment" [f (1, 
58) = 2.61 ,p < .01], and "Health and Safety" [t (1, 58) = 2.71, p < .01] subscales. Again, 
private kindergartens scored higher than did governmental kindergartens. Table 10 presents 
these results. 
Table 10. Comparisons of Differences between Private and Governmental 
Kindergartens in ECCOS-A Total and Subscale Scores 
Private Kindergartens Governmental Kindergartens 
M SD M SD t  
ECCOS-A 136.13 (28.63) 121.80 (24.93) 2.07* 
Interactions among 
Teachers and Children 33.73 (7.98) 30.60 (8.13) 1.51 
Curriculum 41.17 (11.69) 36.77 (9.49) 1.60 
Physical Environment 21.93 (5.51) 18.60 (4.31) 2.61* 
Health and Safety 36.70 (4.80) 33.47 (4.42) 2.71** 
Nutrition 2.60 (50) 2.37 (49) 1.83 
Note *p < .05; **p < .01 
Predictors of Classroom Quality 
The third objective of the study was to examine the relations among classroom 
quality and the following factors: teacher related factors (e.g., teacher education), structural 
factors (e.g., adult-child ratio), and process factors (e.g., parent-teacher interaction). To 
examine possible relations among indicators and ECCOS-A total and subscales scores, 
Pearson product moment correlations between the ECCOS-A scores and indicators of quality 
yielded several statistically significant relations. Table 11 presents these correlations. 
ECCOS-A scores were found to be positively correlated with teacher education, 
prints on walls, accessibility of materials, PTCS, and enrollment fees, whereas it was 
negatively correlated with adult-child ratio and group size, and NCAS. Further analyses 
were conducted using linear regression. Program type, education of teachers, the PTCS, the 
NCAS, group size, adult-child ratio, prints on walls, accessibility of materials, and 
enrollment fees all were entered simultaneously as predictors of classroom quality as 
measured by the ECCOS-A total scores. The overall model was significant (F (9, 50) = 
12.29, p <.001), accounting for 68.9% of the variance in the dependent variable (adjusted R-
square = .633) .  The s tandardized regression coeff ic ient  for  adul t -chi ld  ra t io  was - .33 ( t  = 
-2.92,p= .005), for parent-teacher communication was .21 (t = 2A3,p = .038), and for the 
NCAS was -.22 (t = -2.27, p = .028). Table 12 presents these findings. 
An additional analysis was conducted using linear regression with backward deletion. 
The same above predictor variables were entered to account for quality as measured by the 
ECCOS-A total scores. The analysis revealed six significant models. The model that 
included adult-child ratio, accessibility of materials, NCAS, and PTCS as predictor variables 
was significant (F (4, 55) = 28.97, p < .001) and explained 67.8% of variance in the ECCOS-
A scores and the greatest adjusted R-square (.655). The standardized regression coefficients 
for the predictor variables, Mest, and statistical significance are presented in Table 13. The 
regression standardized residuals were normally distributed. 
Table 11. Pearson Correlation Coefficient and 2-tailed Significance Among Program Type, ECCOS-A, Subscales, and 
Indicators of Quality 
Indicators ECCOS-A ISC C PE HS N 
Program Type 
-.26* -.19 
-.21 -.32* -.34** -.23 
Teacher Related Indicators 
Teacher education .48** 39** .47** .54** 44** .26* 
Area of specialization .19 .11 .19 .24 .19 .06 
Years of experience .05 .16 .06 -.04 -.02 .02 
Years at present kindergarten .21 .25 .20 .10 .18 .22 
Training opportunities .18 .27* .19 .07 .05 .09 
NCAS -.54** -.50** -.57** -.51** -42**  -.23 
Structural Indicators 
Adult-child ratio -.57** -.58** -.47** -.60** -.52** -48**  
Group size -.41** -.41** -.38** -.42** -.33* -.32* 
Length of school day .06 .10 .08 -.05 .05 .24 
Fees .56** .47** .52** .57** .57** .27* 
Process Indicators 
Prints on walls .64** .55** .64** .64** .58** .33** 
Accessibility of materials .64** .51** .61** .68** .64** .52** 
PTCS .53** .28* .52** .45** .56** .26* 
Note *p < .05; **p < .01 
ISC = Interactions among Teachers and Children; C = Curriculum; PE = Physical Environment; HS = Health and Safety; 
N = Nutrition 
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Table 12. Summary of Linear Regression Analysis Predicting ECCOS-A Scores 
Model Beta t  P 
Program Type .06 .44 .664 
Teacher Education .04 .45 .658 
PTCS .21 2.13 .038 
NCAS -.22 -2.27 .028 
Group Size -.03 -.30 .766 
Adult-Child Ratio -.33 -2.92 .005 
Prints on Walls .04 .23 .819 
Accessibility of Materials .23 1.61 .113 
Fees .15 .87 .391 
Table 13. Summary of Linear Regression Analysis Using Backward Deletion to Predict 
ECCOS-A Scores 
Model Beta t  p  
PTCS .26 3.02 .004 
NCAS -.26 -2.97 .004 
Adult-Child Ratio -3.8 -4.60 .001 
Accessibility of Materials .30 3.23 .002 
Parent-Teacher Communication 
For the fourth objective of the study, analyses were conducted to investigate possible 
differences in parent-teacher communication as a function of program type, teacher-related 
factors, group size, and adult-child ratio. 
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Communication and Program Type. To examine possible differences in 
communication between teachers and parents as a function of program type, a f-test was 
conducted with PTCS scores as a dependent variable. No significant difference was found 
between private and governmental kindergartens on communication between teachers and 
parents [/ (1, 58) = 1.48; p - .145]. 
Communication and Teacher Characteristics. A series of one-way analyses of 
variance (ANOVA) were conducted to examine if the PTCS scores varied as a result of 
teacher-related variables. Significant effects of teacher education on communication scores 
were found [F (2, 57) = 3.70;p = .03]. Teachers with more education communicated more 
with parents than did teachers with less education. 
Also, teacher-parent communication was related to the teachers' specialization areas 
[F (2, 57) = 10.05;p = .001]. Scheffe's multiple-range test for post-hoc analyses revealed 
that teachers who had specialized in early childhood education or related fields were found to 
communicate more often with parents than did teachers with no specialization (p = .001) or 
those who had specialized in fields other than early childhood education (p = .003). 
To explore differences in communication scores as a function of teacher age, the total 
years of teaching experience, number of years working in present kindergarten and the 
number of training opportunities teachers were exposed to, a series of one-way analyses of 
variance were conducted. The results did not reveal any statistically significant differences 
for age (p = .644), teaching experience (p = .257), years in present kindergarten (p = .219), or 
training opportunities (p = .208). Table 14 presents all findings. 
Communication Scores. Group Size, and Adult-Child Ratio. To examine possible 
effects of group-size and adult-child ratio on communication between teachers and parents, a 
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Pearson product moment correlation was conducted. Results, unexpectedly, documented no 
statistically significant relations between PTCS and group size (-.17,/? = .193) or between 
PTCS and adult-child ratio (-.15, p = .240). 
Table 14. Analysis of Variance Comparing Communication between Parents and 
Teachers as a Function of Teacher Characteristics 
df  Mean Square F P 
Age Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
2 
57 
20.33 
45.85 
.44 .644 
Teacher Education Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
2 
57 
152.82 
41.20 
3.71 .031 
Specialization Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
2 
57 
345.96 
34.42 
10.05 .001 
Years of Experience Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
4 
55 
60.01 
43.89 
1.37 .257 
Years at Present 
Kindergarten 
Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
4 
55 
64.75 
43.55 
1.49 .219 
Training Opportunities Between 
Groups 
Within 
Groups 
4 
55 
66.16 
43.44 
1.52 .208 
DISCUSSION 
This study was the first known attempt to examine the quality of early childhood 
education programs, or kindergartens, in Sudan. The researcher's intent was to provide 
empirical data by examining four specific objectives. The first objective was to describe 
Sudanese kindergarten programs in terms of program administration and quality, teacher 
characteristics and teachers' perceptions of the National Early Childhood Curriculum. The 
second objective was to examine the relation between program quality and kindergarten 
administration. The third objective was to examine the relations among kindergarten quality 
and program type, teacher education, teacher specialization, teacher experience, teacher 
training, teachers' acceptance of the National Early Childhood Curriculum, adult-child ratio, 
group size, length of school day, enrollment fees, exposure to prints, accessibility of 
materials, and parent-teacher communication. The fourth objective of the study was to 
examine the relations among the rates and quality of parent-teacher communications, 
program related factors, and teacher characteristics. 
Program Characteristics 
In Sudan, the term kindergarten is considered to apply to any program before first 
grade, whereas in the United States the term refers to programs for five-year-old children. 
The sample here showed that in a Sudanese kindergarten, children could range in age from 
three years and nine months to five years and ten months. And, the number of children in a 
kindergarten classroom could range from five to sixty children. In addition, one teacher can 
be responsible for six and up to thirty-eight children. From an educator's view point, one 
might argue that it is a difficult task for any teacher to provide developmentally appropriate 
programming for that wide range of age and number of children. Therefore, the researcher 
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advocates that this should be the first feature in Sudanese kindergartens to be changed. The 
range of children's ages, child-adult ratio, and group size should be governed by registration 
and licensing regulations. 
Furthermore, descriptive data generally provide a less than encouraging picture of the 
children's classroom environments. The amount of prints on the walls and accessibility of 
materials to children in the kindergarten programs is not as desired. More than half of 
kindergartens, especially governmental kindergartens, provide less than adequate amounts of 
prints on their walls. Also, more than half of private kindergarteners and more than seventy 
percent of governmental kindergarteners do not have full access to educational and activity 
materials regardless of the amount of materials actually available. Sudanese kindergartens 
face a problem of insufficient materials. This problem is compounded with the fact that in 
most kindergartens children do not have full access to materials. Because of the insufficient 
amount of materials, teachers and program personnel tend to be overly protective of what 
they have. In most kindergartens, materials are deliberately stored on high and inaccessible 
shelves or behind glass cupboards in efforts to make materials last longer. As a result, in a 
Sudanese kindergarten one would observe more teacher directed activities and instruction 
than child initiated and exploratory activities. 
With regard to cost of early childhood programs, there are no free or subsidized 
programs in Sudan. Private and governmental kindergartens are fee-charging institutions. 
As a result, early childhood education is limited to the urban wealthy community leaving the 
at-risk children in rural and poor communities unserved. Khattab (1995) suggested that in 
judging whether costs of early childhood education are affordable or not, it is advisable to 
relate cost estimates to the particular economic context in which they are anchored; as costs 
are sometimes compared to household income, the level of minimum wage, or the per capita 
Gross National Income (GNI). In the case of Sudan, descriptive data showed that families 
pay from 24,000 to 72,000 Sudanese Dinars annually for one child's early childhood 
education. Given the current rate of exchange, 260 Dinars is equivalent to one U.S. Dollar, 
Sudanese families pay from $93 to $277 per one child annually. For a country like Sudan 
where the GNI per capita is $460 in 2003 (World Bank, 2005), it is very obvious that early 
childhood education will indeed be limited to the wealthy few. 
Kindergarten Teachers 
Although the overwhelming majority of private and governmental kindergarten 
teachers reported a bachelor's degree as the highest level of education completed, almost half 
of teachers received specialized training in fields other than early childhood education. This 
percentage is even higher for governmental kindergarten teachers. This finding supports 
Khattab's (1995) speculations that the lack of training institutions for early childhood 
educators is a major problem facing the proper development of early childhood programs in 
the country. In addition, many early childhood education graduates do not opt to work in 
kindergartens or drop out because of low salaries (Badri, 1992). Even the limited numbers of 
college graduates who actually work in kindergartens tend to leave their jobs for more well 
paying jobs whenever scarce opportunities arise. However, governmental kindergarten 
teachers reported more experience on average and were more likely to report that they had 
worked in their present kindergartens more years than their counterpart private kindergarten 
teachers. This finding can be explained in terms of the stability of working for the 
government regardless of low salaries. As a government employee, generally one's job is 
maintained unless one is laid off "for the benefit of the people." This term has political 
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connotations implying that the specific employee contradicted verbally or action-wise any of 
the policies set forth by the government. 
Quality of Kindergarten Programs 
The researcher measured kindergarten quality with some questions on the CDIS 
such as adult-child ratio, group size, prints on walls, and children's accessibility of materials. 
Kindergarten quality was also measured by the ECCOS-A total scores. The researcher also 
measured kindergarten quality based on teachers' endorsement of the National Early 
Childhood Curriculum, with quality being equated with lower degrees of endorsement or 
non-endorsement of the National Early Childhood Curriculum. In addition, the researcher 
measured quality with the rates of parent-teacher communications. 
None of the 60 kindergartens included in the study fully met the standards of quality 
as measured by the ECCOS-A total scores. When considering the ECCOS-A subscales, only 
one kindergarten fully met the standards as measured by "Interactions among Teachers and 
Children" subscale. Again, only one kindergarten fully met the requirements of the "Health 
and Safety" subscale. However, a total of 29 kindergartens fully met the requirements of the 
one item "Nutrition and Food Service" subscale. As a group, kindergartens scored worst on 
the "Physical Environment" subscale followed by the "Curriculum" subscale. These findings 
suggest that in areas where financial resources are needed most, kindergartens did the worst. 
A major problem facing Sudanese kindergartens is the lack of suitable educational materials. 
Most kindergartens have no adequate variety of educational materials and children's 
accessibility of whatever is available is indeed another problem. The standard materials in a 
Sudanese kindergarten are comprised of mainly sand and water, a few artwork tools, dolls, 
climbing frames, handicraft materials, and gardening tools. Moore (1986) documented that 
both child development and teacher behavior in an early childhood education program are 
influenced, among other things, by an appropriate amount of materials for use by the children 
located so as to be readily accessible to them. Moore (1986) further reported that children's 
exploratory behaviors such as manipulating objects was positively associated with increased 
rates of socially cooperative interactions among children in the early childhood education 
setting. In addition, any developmentally appropriate curriculum should emphasize the role 
of play in children's learning (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). Children learn best through play 
that is self-initiated, self-directed and self-chosen with the role of the teacher being centered 
on providing a variety of rich and stimulating activities and supporting and guiding 
children's play. Therefore, it is not surprising that Sudanese kindergartens score poorly on 
the "Interaction among Teachers and Children" and "Curriculum" subscales. 
Teacher's Attitudes towards the National Early Childhood Curriculum 
For the most part, teachers working in religiously affiliated kindergartens reflected a 
greater tendency to endorse the National Early Childhood Curriculum than did teachers 
working for other kindergartens. Findings from this study also documented that 
governmental kindergartens were more likely to be religiously affiliated than were private 
kindergartens. Taken together, these findings suggest that teachers are influenced and 
pressured by the policies of the specific kindergartens that employ them. A teacher working 
at a religiously affiliated kindergarten, which is more likely to be a governmental 
kindergarten, feels pressured to declare endorsement of the National Early Childhood 
Curriculum to avoid being laid off "for the benefit of the people." In line with this 
explanation is the fact that the degree to which teachers use and implement the National 
Early Childhood Curriculum is not influenced by program religious affiliation. 
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Results of this study documented that teachers with college degrees who specialized 
in early childhood education or a related field and with more years working at their present 
kindergartens were less likely to endorse and use the National Early Childhood Curriculum. 
Surprisingly, teachers with more teaching experience and those who had more opportunities 
of in-service training were found to have a greater tendency to endorse and use the National 
Early Childhood Curriculum. However, and for the most part, these results suggest that the 
National Early Childhood Curriculum needs to be modified and follow the empirically 
validated guidelines for early childhood education that children are active learners who learn 
best from activities they choose and carry out themselves. Any early childhood curriculum 
should adopt an active learning methodology by creating an environment in which young 
children can explore actively; discover relations through direct experiences; and manipulate, 
transform, and combine materials in a safe environment. By implementing such a curriculum 
the researcher by no means is intending to detract from the spiritual and religious standing of 
the National Early Childhood Curriculum. On the contrary, the aim is to modify the National 
Early Childhood Curriculum to respond to present day young children's needs and rights to 
developmental^ and individually appropriate curriculum. 
Differences between Private and Governmental Kindergartens 
Private kindergartens were found to have more prints on their classrooms walls and 
have more materials accessible to children than did governmental kindergartens. Also, 
private kindergartens were found to impose higher enrollment fees than governmental 
kindergartens. Accordingly, the researcher suspects that imposing higher enrollment fees 
gives private kindergartens the advantage of having more financial means to use towards 
providing materials for their kindergarten classrooms. The researcher, however, does not 
suggest that kindergartens should impose higher enrollment fees. 
A major difference between private and governmental kindergartens was a difference 
in their overall quality as measured by the ECCOS-A total score. Private kindergartens had 
higher ECCOS-A total scores than did governmental kindergartens. In addition private 
kindergartens scored higher than governmental kindergartens in the "Physical Environment" 
and "Health and Safety" subscales. These results are rather surprising given that 
governmental kindergarten teachers were significantly older, more experienced, and had 
worked more years in their present kindergartens than had their counterparts in private 
kindergartens. The researcher speculates that the differences in the ECCOS-A total scores are 
due to the advantages private kindergartens have in the two subscales of "Physical 
Environment" and "Health and Safety." However, the researcher expected governmental 
kindergarten teachers, who were more experienced, to outperform private kindergarten 
teachers in the "Interaction among Teachers and Children" and "Curriculum" subscales. One 
explanation as to why governmental kindergarten teachers failed to outperform private 
kindergarten teachers despite their relatively greater years of experiences could be the 
importance of specialization in early childhood education or related field. Only 16.7% of 
governmental kindergarten teachers had specialized in early childhood education or related 
field as compared to 53.3% of private kindergarten teachers. 
Predictors of Quality 
Quality as measured by the ECCOS-A total score was correlated with teacher 
education, prints on walls, accessibility of materials, adult-child ratio, group size, parent-
teacher communication, the National Early Childhood Curriculum acceptance scale, and 
enrollment fees. When these variables were entered as predictors in a linear regression 
model to predict quality, the results showed significance. The rate and quality of parent-
teacher communication, teachers' disapproval of the National Early Childhood Curriculum, 
low adult-child ratios, and children's accessibility of materials explained 67.8% of the 
variance in the ECCOS-A total scores (adjusted R-square = .665). 
These results are in line with results of research conducted in the United States. For 
example, Ghazvini and Readdick (1994) documented a positive correlation between program 
quality and frequency of parent-caregiver communication. Also, Hogan (1991) reported that 
children whose parents talk most with teachers showed the highest rates of positive 
interactions with both the teacher and other children in the child care setting. These results 
suggest that communication between the parent and the early childhood teacher tends to 
increase the child's interactions with other children and with adults. With regard to adult-
child ratio, researchers in the United States have consistently documented that low adult-
child ratio is correlated with responsive, sensitive caregiving which is an indicator of high-
quality programs. Therefore, conclusions were drawn that appropriate adult-child ratio is a 
necessary element in high-quality early childhood programs. 
As for the National Early Childhood Curriculum, results of the present study 
consistently documented a negative relation between the National Early Childhood 
Curriculum and program quality as measured by the ECCOS-A total scores. These findings 
are not surprising, because the focus of the National Early Childhood Curriculum is on 
memorizing as many verses of the Quran as possible. Any developmentally appropriate 
curriculum should stimulate learning in physical, social, emotional, and cognitive 
development via an integrated curricular approach that responds to individual differences in 
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ability, interest, development, and learning styles. In addition, the curriculum should offer 
children choices of many activities and materials, and offer children time to explore through 
active involvement and interaction with other children and adults. Furthermore, children 
should be provided with concrete and real experiences relevant to their own lives by using 
culturally appropriate activities (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). Unfortunately, the Sudanese 
National Early Childhood Curriculum lacks those developmentally appropriate qualities. 
Therefore, and as mentioned previously, for kindergartens to achieve high quality, major 
changes to the National Early Childhood Curriculum ought to be made. 
Parent-Teacher Communication 
Results of the present study revealed that teachers with more education 
communicated more with parents than did teachers with less education. Furthermore, 
teachers who had specialized training in early childhood education or related fields were 
found to communicate more often with parents than were teachers with no specialization or 
those who had specialized in fields unrelated to early childhood education. Evidence of the 
importance of parent-teacher communication as an indicator of high-quality early childhood 
education programs is undebatable. Therefore, the researcher considers the above results 
very promising as they suggest there is room for intervention. Again, the fact that teacher 
education and teacher specialization accounted for significantly higher rates of parent-teacher 
communication strengthens the researcher's argument that teacher training is a significant 
indicator of high-quality early childhood education programs. Recommendations for teacher 
education and teacher specialization in early childhood education or related fields could be 
supported based on the results of this study. Indeed, results of the present study consistently 
reflected the importance of teacher education and specialization. 
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
The results of this study have documented that teacher education with specialization 
in early childhood education or related fields could be considered the cornerstone in 
enhancing the quality of kindergartens in Sudan. One of the major problems facing early 
childhood education in Sudan is the lack of teacher training institutions. Ahfad University 
for Women is the only institution in Sudan that provides teacher training in early childhood 
education. To supplement Ahfad University's leadership, some efforts where carried out by 
the Ministry of Social Welfare and UNICEF to rectify the problem of teacher training. 
Jointly these two institutions established a center for training teachers in 1983 (Khattab, 
1995). In addition, other universities have started to introduce early childhood education as a 
major. However, the researcher strongly believes that the Government of Sudan represented 
by the Ministry of Education should make early childhood education part of the educational 
system. By doing so, early childhood education would get the financial and professional 
support needed for teacher training. In addition, the Ministry of Education should establish 
licensure requirements for early childhood teachers. This step would guarantee that only 
highly educated and qualified teachers will interact with young children. The discouraging 
scores kindergartens received on the subscales of "Interaction among Teachers and Children" 
and "Curriculum" seem to point out to the importance of teacher education and training. 
The limited financial resources available for early childhood education programs, in 
general, are mainly responsible for the lack of high-quality kindergartens in Sudan. The 
government of Sudan represented by the Ministry of Education does not take on sole 
responsibility of early childhood education services in the country. Present early childhood 
education funding is from international and regional donors and from local initiatives. 
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Kindergartens base their fund raising activities on individual efforts and imposing tuition fees 
on families (Khattab, 1995). A solution for financial constraints could lie in making early 
childhood education part of the national educational system in Sudan. That being the case, 
the government of Sudan would hopefully allocate more financial funds for early childhood 
education, expand coverage and improve the quality of children's early childhood 
experiences. 
Results of this study also revealed that low adult-child ratio and group size are related 
to high-quality kindergartens. Again, the researcher suggests that regulations regarding 
adult-child ratio and group size should be established and enforced. The Ministry of 
Education should expand its role as a licensing figure to cover regulations that mandate 
kindergartens to adhere to specific standards of adult-child ratio and group size. 
With regard to the National Early Childhood Curriculum, results of the study 
overwhelmingly documented the shortcomings of the curriculum as per teachers' perceptions 
and negative correlations with quality as measured by the ECCOS-A total scores. Therefore, 
recommendations are strongly made to modify the curriculum to incorporate 
developmentally appropriate practices. 
Finally, results of this study provided the Sudanese literature with empirical evidence 
of the quality of kindergartens in the State of Khartoum. Future research, however, needs to 
address the quality of early childhood education in other parts of Sudan. Future research also 
needs to examine the role of administrators, especially program directors, in relation to 
overall program quality. 
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Information for Review of Research Involving 
Iowa State University 
(Please type and use the attached instructions for completing this form) 
1. Title of Project Early Childhood Education in Sudan today 
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I agree to provide the proper surveillance of this project to insure that the rights and welfare of the human subjects are 
protected. I will report any adverse reactions to the committee. Additions to or changes in research procedures after 
tlie project has been approved will be submitted to the committee for review. I agree to request renewal of approval for 
any project continuing more than one year. 
Azza Habib 
Typed name of principal investigator 
HDFS 
7/10/2000 
Date 
A 
Signature of princ ipal investigator 
Department 
(515) 233-9951. 
Phone number to report results 
3. Signatures of other investigators 
Campus address 
Date 
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4. Principal investigator(s) (check all that apply) 
FI Faculty D Staff [E3 Graduate student 
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• Research El Thesis or dissertation • Class project 
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# ISU students: other 
(explain): 
Relationship to principal investigator 
Major Professor 
294-4898/204 Richards House 
PI Undergraduate student 
• Independent Study (490, 590, Honors project) 
# minors 14 - 17: 
7. Brief description of proposed research involving human subjects: (See instructions, item 7. Use an additional page if 
needed.) 
See attached sheet 
(Please do not send research, thesis, or dissertation proposals.) 
8. Informed E3 Signed informed consent will be obtained. (Attach a copy of your form.) 
Consent: 
• Modified informed consent will be obtained. (See instructions, item 8.) 
http:/Avww.grad-college.iastate.edu/forms/HumanSubjects.doc GC 09/99 
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9. Confidentiality of Data: Describe below the methods you will use to ensure the confidentiality of data obtained. (Sec 
instructions, item 9.) 
The identities of the subjects will not be revealed in any publication, computer data storage, any document, recording 
photograph, or in any other way which relates to this study. When data protocols are completed, the protocols will 
be coded with an identification number and all identifying information will be removed. The list of codes and 
document identifiers will be stored in a place (file cabinet and computer disk) separate from the data files. Only 
group analysesof the data will be reported. 
10. What risks or discomfort will be part of the study? Will subjects in the research be placed at risk or incur discomfort'? 
Describe any risks to the subjects and precautions that will be taken to minimize them. (The concept of risk goes 
beyond physical risk and includes risks to subjects' dignity and self-respect as well as psychological or emotional risk. 
See instructions, item 10.) 
No risks are anticipated. Teachers will need to devote a small amount of time (approximately 45 to 60 minutes) to 
complete the required forms, but it is not expected that this will be a stressful situation for the teachers. Observers 
will make every effort not to intrude on regularly scheduled classroom activities; it is quite possible that the children 
will be unaware that they are being observed. 
11. CHECK ALL of the following that apply to your research: 
3] A. Medical clearance necessary before subjects can participate 
HI B. Administration of substances (foods, drugs, etc.) to subjects 
33] C. Physical exercise or conditioning for subjects 
33] D. Samples (blood, tissue, etc.) from subjects 
33 E. Administration of infectious agents or recombinant DNA 
%] F. Deception of subjects 
33 G. Subjects under 14 years of age and/or • Subjects 14-17 years of age 
33 H. Subjects in institutions (nursing homes, prisons, etc.) 
X! 1. Research must be approved by another institution or agency (Attach letters of approval) 
If you checked any of the items in 11, please complete tlie following in the space below (include any attachments): 
Items A-E Describe the procedures and note the proposed safely precautions. 
Items D-E The principal investigator should send a copy of this form to Environmental Health and Safety, 118 
Agronomy Lab for review. 
Item F Describe how subjects will be deceived; justify the deception; indicate the debriefing procedure, 
including the timing and information to be presented to subjects. 
Item G For subjects under the age of 14, indicate how informed consent will be obtained from parents or legally 
authorized representatives as well as from subjects. 
Items H-I Specify the agency or institution tliat must approve the project. If sub jects in any outside agency or 
institution are involved, approval must be obtained prior to beginning the research, and the letter of 
approval should be filed. 
http:ZAiWAV.grad-college.iastate.edu/forms/HumanSubjects.doc GC 09/99 
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Last name of Principal Investigator Habib jï^-6 iP~H <Q\-Q03 
Checklist for Attachments and Time Schedule 
The following are attached (please check): 
12. ED Letter or written statement to subjects indicating clearly: 
a) the purpose of t he research 
b) the use of anv identifier codes (names, #'s), how the)' will be used, and when thev will be removed (see item 
17) 
c) an estimate of time needed for participation in the research 
d) if applicable, the location of tlie research activity 
e) how you will ensure confidentiality 
1) in a longitudinal study, when arid how you will contact subjects later 
g) that participation is voluntary; nonparticipation will not affect evaluations of the subject 
13. • Signed consent form (if applicable) 
14. • Letter of approval for research from cooperating organizations or institutions (if applicable) 
15 Ex] Dat;irmnhering instruments 
16. Anticipated dates for contact with subjects: 
First contact 
August 15, 2000 
Month/Dav/Y ear 
Last contact 
December 15, 2000 
Month/Day/Year 
17. If applicable: anticipated date that identifiers will be removed from completed survey instruments and/or audio or 
visual tapes will be erased: 
December 20, 2001 
Month/Day/Year 
18. Signature of Departmental Executive 
Officer 
Date 
7~/#'•*><> 
19. Decision of the University Human Subjects Review Committee: 
[Project approved • Project not approved 
Department or Administrative Unit 
• No action required 
Name of Human Subjects in Research Committee Chair 
Patricia M. Keith 
Date Signature of Committee Chair 
/<W - dx) 
http://www.grad-college.iastate.edu/forms/HumanSubjects.doc GC 09/99 
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION for the EDUCATION of YOUNG CHILDREN 
fw STREET. XW.WASHIXCTOX. DC MÙ3BM26 Ae^nr wwxw#» 
«w»ej-»:(g tuejivortf Jutp/Anm Motod 
Founded in 19*8 
June 5,2000 
Ms. Habib. 
Please see the enclosed permissions policy, which applies to your request to use the observation 
form and teacher survey for your study. Please provide a proper citation for all materials, and be 
sure to indicate where you have made any changes from the originals. 
If you have any further questions, please contact me at 1 -800-424-24#, ext. 465. 
Sinccrcty. 
"îhvjprw 
Lacy Thompson 
Editorial Assistant* NAEYC 
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NAE YC PcymîSSiOttS Jtax# Thorny#?», Permissions Contact 
National Association for the Edncation ofYomog Children, 150016th 
Street N.W„ WwWn#on, DC 200361436,1-800434*4*0, x. 405 or 
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March I» 1999, the National Association for the Education 
of Young Children modified its permissions policy to state: 
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organizations to excerpt or make copies ofNAEYC-
copyrigbted material* for personal use, for Bbrary reserve, 
or to share as handouts with students, teachers/stalf, 
parents, or policymakers, as long as credit is given» 
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written requests for permission to reproduce or reprint materials, 
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center, uses NAEYC materials as handouts for parents and staff, 
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Date: 
Dear Director, 
You are invited to participate in a study examining the quality of kindergartens in Sudan. 
Research has documented that high quality programs have long-term positive effects on 
children's development. For example, children who attended quality early childhood 
programs were rated as having fewer behavior problems in elementary school than peers who 
had been enrolled in low quality early childhood programs. The proposed study will provide 
insight into our understanding of the quality of our kindergartens and will provide 
information that will strengthen programming for young children in our country. 
The study involves observing a classroom of five-year-old children in your kindergarten for a 
period ranging from two and a half to three and a half hours for one day. The head teacher 
will also be interviewed regarding their attitudes toward the National Early Childhood 
Curriculum. No special activities or interactions will be expected for the children in the 
classroom during observation. 
I am seeking your permission to participate in the study. Observations for the selected 
classroom and teacher interviews will be concluded in the same day. Participation in this 
study is completely voluntary. The study presents no risks to the teacher, kindergarten, or 
children. All information will be kept confidential, only group data will be presented. No 
kindergarten, teacher, or child will be identified by name in the final research report. Results 
of the study will be presented in a doctoral dissertation, in future journal articles, and 
presentations at professional meetings. 
Thank you in advance for your support of the study. If you have any questions, please 
contact me at 224500. 
Sincerely 
Azza Habib 
Graduate Student 
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Department of Human Development and Family Studies 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50011 
KINDERGARTEN DIRECTOR PERMISSION FOR THE STUDY OF EARLY 
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION IN SUDAN TODAY 
The purpose and the general nature of the research procedures have been explained to me. I 
understand that a classroom in the kindergarten will be observed for no more than four hours. 
I understand that neither the program, the head teacher, nor the children will be identified by 
name and all information will be kept confidential. Finally, I understand that I am free to 
withdraw from this study at any time. 
I am willing for to participate in 
(Name of kindergarten) 
this study as described in the accompanying letter. 
I am not willing for to participate 
(Name of kindergarten) 
in this study as described in the accompanying letter. 
Director's Signature Name of Kindergarten 
Date 
I l l  
Date: 
Dear Teacher, 
You are invited to participate in a study examining kindergarten programs in Sudan. The 
proposed study will provide insight into our understanding of kindergarten programs, as well 
as the experiences of teachers and children participating in kindergarten programs. This 
information could assist with enhancing the quality of programming for young children and 
teacher training in our country. 
The study involves observing your classroom of five-year-old children for a period ranging 
from two and a half to three and a half hours for one day. No special activities or interactions 
will be expected for the children in your classroom during the observation. You will also be 
interviewed regarding your attitude toward the National Early Childhood Curriculum. 
I am seeking your permission to participate in the study. Observations for the selected 
classroom and your interview will be concluded in the same day. Participation in this study 
is completely voluntary. The study presents no risks to you, the kindergarten, or the children 
in your classroom. All information will be kept confidential; only group data will be 
presented. No kindergarten, teacher, or child will be identified by name in the final research 
report. Results of the study will be presented in a doctoral dissertation, in future journal 
articles, and presentations at professional meetings. 
Thank you in advance for your support of the study. If you have any questions, please 
contact me at 224500. 
Sincerely 
Azza Habib 
Graduate Student 
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Department of Human Development and Family Studies 
Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 50011 
KINDERGARTEN TEACHER PERMISSION FOR THE STUDY OF EARLY 
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION IN SUDAN TODAY 
The purpose and the general nature of the research procedures have been explained to me. I 
understand that any questions regarding the study will be answered. I understand that neither 
the program, the head teacher, nor the children will be identified by name and all information 
will be kept confidential. Finally, I understand that I am free to withdraw from this study at 
any time. 
I am willing to participate in this study as described in the accompanying letter. 
I am not willing to participate in this study as described in the accompanying letter. 
Teacher's Signature Name of Kindergarten 
Date 
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APPENDIX B: 
THE EARLY CHILDHOOD CLASSROOM OBSERVATION SCALE-ADAPTED 
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General Administration Guidelines 
1. This scale is to help you observe and rate the level of quality of early childhood 
programs. Each item is related to the Criteria for High Quality Early Childhood 
Programs set forth by the National Academy of Early Childhood Education Programs 
(NAECP). The letters and numbers to the left of each item refer to a specific criterion 
that is found in the accreditation criteria and procedures of the NAECP. 
2. Each boldface statement is the criterion to be rated. Many criteria are followed by a 
list of indicators that must be considered in the rating. Indicators (important points to 
look for) are listed next to a box •. Put a check mark in the box as you observe the 
indicator. Examples are sometimes provided to help define the Criteria. These 
specific examples do not have to be observed, but something similar should be seen. 
3. Changes or modifications to the original Early Childhood Classroom Observation 
Scale are identified with an asterisk (*). For the purposes of this study, only items 
covering children from the age of three years through five years are included in these 
materials. 
4. Read over the entire observation form before beginning to rate a classroom. 
5. Spend 10 to 15 minutes becoming familiar with the classroom before beginning to 
assign ratings. 
6. The items do not need to be completed in order. Some criteria are rated more easily 
than others and these can be done first. Start with the criteria observed most easily 
such as items for Physical Environment (G) and Health and Safety (H). 
7. If children move among more than one teacher (e.g., between learning centers), 
follow the children and base your rating on the quality of the children's overall 
experience. 
8. When more than one teacher is observed in the classroom, base ratings on all adults 
who interact with the children. Rule of Thumb: rate criteria on the quality of the 
children's experience. 
9. If there are no clearly defined groups in separate spaces, follow what is happening to 
a sample of an age group of children. 
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10. Do not feel pressured to rate a criterion too quickly. If you relax, observe, and gain a 
sense of what is happening, it is easier to make a rating decision. 
11. Rate each criterion using the following scale: 
• D D 
Not met Partially met Fully met 
The Criterion is not met. This Criterion is The Criterion is 
partially met. completely met. 
You observe little You observe some You observe a great deal 
evidence that this evidence that this of evidence that this 
statement accurately statement accurately statement accurately 
describes the program. describes a program. describes the program 
throughout the day. 
The behavior happens The behavior happens The behavior happens 
rarely or seldom. some of the time. most of the time. 
12. Rate the criteria checking one of the boxes not, met partially met or fully met. 
Explain your ratings under the "Comments" column if the criterion is either not met 
or partially met. No explanation is needed if the criterion is fully met. 
13. In some cases, the criteria do not apply to the program; please check the box marked 
"Not applicable". 
Specific Observation Guidelines 
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A. Interactions among Teachers and Children 
A-l. Teachers interact frequently with children showing affection, interest, and 
respect. 
• Teachers interact nonverbally by smiling, touching, holding 
• Teachers talk with and listen to individual children during activities and 
routines (arriving/departing, eating). 
• Teachers actively seek meaningful conversations with children. 
Q Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
A-2. Teachers are available and responsive to children. 
• Listen to children with attention and respect. 
• Respond to children's questions and requests. 
• Teachers are aware of the activities of the entire group even when dealing with a 
smaller group; teachers position themselves strategically and look up often from 
involvement. 
• Teachers spend time observing each child without interrupting and actively 
involved child. 
I I Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
A-3a. Teachers speak with children in a friendly, courteous manner. 
• Speak with individual children often. 
• Teachers include child in conversations; describe actions, experiences, and events; 
listen and respond to children's comments and suggestions. 
• Speak with children at eye level. 
• Call children by name. 
I I Not met I I Partially met I 1 Fully met 
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Comments: 
A-3b. Teachers talk with individual children, and encourage children of all ages to use 
language. 
For example, 
Ask children open-ended questions. 
[3 Not met PI Partially met I~1 Fully met 
Comments: 
A-4a. Teachers treat children of all races, religions, family backgrounds, and cultures 
equally with respect and consideration. 
For example, 
Teachers initiate activities and discussions to build positive self-identity and teach the value of 
differences. 
Teachers provide books, dolls, toys, dress-up props, photos, pictures, and music that reflect diverse 
images children may not likely see elsewhere, as well as those that reflect lives of those in the 
classroom. 
Teachers make it a consistent practice that a person's identity (age, race, ethnicity, family life, physical 
appearance, and ability) in valued, acknowledged, and represented in images and activities. 
Teachers talk positively about each child's physical characteristics and cultural heritage. 
Teachers react to teasing or rejecting among children by intervening to discuss similarities and 
differences. 
n Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
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A-4b. Teachers provide children of both sexes with equal opportunities to take part in 
all activities. 
For example, 
Provide models, props, and visual images the counter traditional sex-role limitations (i.e., female 
firefighters, male nurses). 
Value positive levels of noise and activity involving both girls and boys. 
When acknowledging individual children, avoid gender stereotypes in language references (i.e., use 
words such as strong, gentle, pretty, helpful for both girls and boys). 
If small groups are designated, avoid dividing by gender. 
flNot met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
A-5. Teachers encourage independence in children as they are ready. 
For example, 
Threes and fours: dressing, picking up toys. 
Five: setting table, cleaning, acquiring self-help skills. 
n Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
A-6a. Teachers use positive approaches to help children behave constructively. 
Guidance methods include: 
D Redirection. 
D Planning ahead to prevent problems. 
D Encouragement of appropriate behaviors. 
D Consistent, clear rules developed in conjunction with children and discussed with 
them to make sure they understand. 
D Teachers describe the situation to encourage children's evaluation of the problem 
rather than impose the solution. 
D Logical or natural consequences applied in problem situation. 
I iNot met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
120 
Comments: 
A-6b. Teachers do not use physical punishment or other negative discipline methods 
that hurt, frighten, or humiliate children. 
For example, 
Teachers help children recognize another child's feelings before apology is delivered.* 
Food or beverage is never withheld as discipline device. 
[]Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
A-7. Overall sound of group is pleasant most of the time. 
For example, 
Happy laughter, excitement, busy activity, relaxed talking. 
Adult voices don't dominate. 
I I Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
A-8a. Children are generally comfortable, relaxed, happy, and involved in play and 
other activities. 
I I Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
121 
A-8b. Teachers help children deal with anger, sadness, and frustration by comforting, 
identifying, reflecting feelings and helping children use words to solve their 
problems. 
QNot met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
A-9. Teachers encourage prosocial behaviors in children such as cooperating, 
helping, taking turns, talking to solve problems. 
For example, 
Adults model the desired behavior. 
Adults identify, describe, and offer strategies to develop prosocial behaviors. 
Adults initiate opportunities for exploring and valuing similarities and differences. 
I |Not met I I Partially met I i Fully met 
Comments: 
A-10. Teachers expectations of children's social behavior are developmentally 
appropriate. 
For example, 
Children are encouraged to cooperate in small groups. 
I I Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
122 
A ll .  Children are encouraged to talk about their feelings and ideas instead of solving 
problems with force. 
For example, 
Adults intervene quickly when children's responses to each other become physical and discuss the 
inappropriateness of such responses. 
Adults discuss alternative solutions with children 2 years and older. 
Teachers members must be on the alert to observe and identify any kind of inappropriate behavior (i.e., 
name calling, fist fighting) to intervene and eliminate it.* 
•Not met ("~1 Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
B. Curriculum 
B-3a. Modifications are made in the environment, staffing pattern, schedule, and 
activities to meet child's special needs. 
D Indoor and outdoor environments are accessible to special needs child including 
ramps, bathrooms, and playground access as needed. 
D Schedule is modified as needed, such as shorter day or alternative activities. 
D Program is modified as needed, such as provision of special materials and 
equipment, use of supportive services, individualization of activity. 
D Individual education plans are developed and implemented in a developmentally 
appropriate manner. 
D Therapy is developed appropriately and incorporated within classroom activities 
as much as possible, rather than removing the child from the classroom. 
flNot met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
123 
B-4. The daily schedule provides a balance of activities in consideration of the child's 
total daily experience - what happens before, during, and after the program with 
attention to following dimensions: 
B-4a. All age groups play out doors daily, weather permitting. 
•Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
B-4b. The schedule provides alternating periods of quite and active play. 
I iNot met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
B-4c. More than one option for group activity (individual, small group, or large group) 
is available most of the day. 
[]Not met I I Partially met PI Fully met 
Comments: 
B-4d. A balance of large muscle/small muscle activities is provided in the daily 
schedule. 
l~lNot met f~| Partially met I I Fully met 
124 
Comments: 
B-4e. A balance of child-initiated/teacher-initiated activity is provided while limiting 
the amount of time spent in large group, teacher-initiated activity. 
riNot met I 1 Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
B-5a. Multicultural, nonsexist, nonstereotyping pictures, dolls, books and materials 
are available. 
•Not met PI Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
B-5d. Developmentally appropriate materials and equipment are available for 
children. 
D Active play equipment for climbing and balancing. 
D Unit blocks and accessories. 
0 Puzzles, manipulative toys. 
D Picture books, and records, musical instruments. 
D Art material such as finger and tempera paints, crayons, scissors, and paste. 
D Dramatic play materials such as dolls, dress-up clothes and props, child-sized 
furniture, puppets. 
D Sand and water toys. 
riNot met PI Partially met I I Fully met 
125 
Comments: 
B-6. The use of media, such as television, films, and videotapes, is limited to the 
developmentally appropriate programming. 
• Programs are previewed by adults prior to use. 
• Another option for activity is always available. 
• No child is required to view the program. 
• Teachers discuss what is viewed with children to develop critical viewing skills. 
• Media are used as special events, rather than as regular, daily routine. 
•Not met []Partially met • Fully met • Not applicable 
Comments: 
B-7. Teachers provide a variety of developmentally appropriate hands-on activities 
for children to achieve the following goals: 
(Rate each goal separately considering the examples related to the age group being observed.) 
B-7a. Foster positive self-concept. 
For example, 
Allow time for children to talk about what they see, do, and like. 
Use children's names frequently in songs, games. 
Display children's work and photos of children and their families. 
Encourage children to draw pictures and tell stories about self, family, and cultural practices. 
Provide many opportunities for children to initiate activity, develop and demonstrate control of their 
bodies and self-help skills. 
QNot met I 1 Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
126 
B-7b. Develop social skills. 
For example, 
Create space and time for small groups of children to build blocks together or enjoy dramatic play. 
Provide opportunities for sharing, caring, and helping, such as making cards for a sick child or caring 
for pets. 
Explore ways to respond to biased comments and behaviors. 
I I Not met • Partially met I i Fully met 
Comments: 
B-7c. Encourage children to think, reason, question, and experiment. 
For example, 
Plan activates for labeling, classifying, sorting objects by shape, color, size. 
Discuss daily and weekly routines in terms of time concepts, season of the year. 
Extend children's thinking and learning during activities by adding new materials, asking open-ended 
questions, offering ideas or suggestions, joining in their play, and providing assistance in solving 
problems. 
Observe natural event such as seeds growing, life cycle of pets. 
Create opportunities to use numbers, counting objects. 
Take walks around building or neighborhood. 
Plan trips to provide new learning experiences for preschoolers. 
Encourage water and sand play. 
^Not met l**~lPartially met Q Fully met 
Comments: 
B-7d. Encourage language and literacy development. 
For example, 
Read books and poems, tell stories about experiences, talk about pictures, write down experience 
stories children dictate. 
Provide time for conversation; ask child questions that require more than a one-word answer. 
Answer children's questions. 
Add more information to what a child says. 
Label things in room, use written words with pictures and spoken language, provide a print-rich 
environment. 
Use flannel board, puppets, songs, finger plays. 
Encourage children's emerging interest in writing (scribbling, drawing, copying, and inventing own 
spelling) 
riNot met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
127 
Comments: 
B-7e. Enhance physical development. 
For example, 
Provide time and space for active play such as jumping, running, balancing, climbing, riding tricycles. 
Provide creative movement activity using obstacle course or activity songs and records. 
Provide fine-motor activities such as stacking rings, pop-beads, pegboards, puzzles, lacing cards and 
woodworking. 
•INot met Q Partially met l~l Fully met 
Comments: 
B-7f. Encourage and demonstrate sound health, safety, and nutritional practices. 
For example, 
Cook and serve a variety of nutritious foods. 
Discuss good nutrition. 
Do activities to develop safety awareness in the center, home, and community. 
Encourage health practices such as washing hands, brushing teeth, getting regular exercise and enough 
rest. 
Talk about visiting doctor, dentist. 
I iNot met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
B-7g. Encourage creative expression and appreciation for the arts. 
For example, 
Do creative art activities as brush painting, drawing, collage, and play dough. 
Provide time and space for dancing, movement activities, creative dramatics. 
Do musical activities such as singing, listening to records, playing instruments. 
Most art activities are offered as an exploratory process rather than to produce a product. 
Adult-made models, patterns, and pre-drawn forms are used infrequently. 
Provide materials representative of a variety of cultures. 
I I Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
128 
Comments: 
B-7h. Respect cultural diversity. 
For example, 
Provide materials, images, and experiences that reflect diverse cultures that children may not likely 
see, as well as those that represent their family life and cultural group. 
Initiate discussion and hand-on activities to build appreciation of differences and counter biases. 
Talk positively about each child's physical characteristics, family, and cultural heritage. 
Avoid stereotyping of any group through materials, objects, language. 
Cook and serve foods from children's various contemporary cultures. 
Celebrate holidays of various cultures reflected in the group. 
Read books, display pictures of various cultures. 
Invite parents and other visitors to share arts, crafts, music, dress, and stories of various cultures. 
Take trips to museums, cultural resources of community. 
Infuse all curriculum topics with diverse cultural perspectives, avoiding a "tourist" approach. 
I I Not met • Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
B-8. Teachers provide materials and time for children to select own activities during 
the day. 
D Several alternative activities are available for children's choice. 
D Teachers respect the child's right not to participate in some activities. 
D Teachers pick up on activities that children start, or interests that children show. 
I I Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
129 
B-9. Teachers conduct smooth and unregimented transitions between activities. 
D Children are told to get ready for transition ahead of time. 
D Children are not always required to move as a group from one activity to another. 
D The new activity is prepared before the transition from the completed activity to 
avoid waiting. 
[]Not met FI Partially met PI Fully met 
Comments: 
B-10. Teachers are flexible enough to change planned or routine activities. 
For example, 
Teachers follow needs or interests of the children. 
Teachers adjust to changes in weather or other unexpected situations in a relaxed way without 
upsetting children. 
I I Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
B-11. Routine tasks such as toileting, eating, dressing, and sleeping are handled in a 
relaxed and individualized manner. 
D Routine tasks are used as opportunities for pleasant conversation and playful 
interaction to bring about children's learning. 
D Self-help skills are encouraged as children are ready. 
D Routines are tailored to children's needs and rhythms as much as possible. 
For example, 
Providing alternatives to children who are early risers. 
riNot met I I Partially met I 1 Fully met 
130 
Comments: 
G. Physical Environment 
G-la. There is enough usable space indoors so children are not crowded. 
I I Not met I I Partially met f~l Fully met 
Comments: 
G-lb. There is enough usable space for outdoor play for each age group. 
For example, 
Age groups use different areas or are scheduled at different times. 
I I Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
G-2. Space is arranged to accommodate children individually, in small groups, and in 
a large group. 
D There are clear pathways for children to move form one area to another without 
disturbing activities. 
D Areas are organized for easy supervision by teachers. 
D Teachers have access to the designated space in sufficient time to prepare the 
environment before children arrive. 
I I Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
131 
Comments: 
G-3. Space is arranged to facilitate a variety of activities for each age group. 
0 Children have space arranged for a variety of individual and small group activities 
including block building, dramatic play, art, music, science, math, manipulatives, 
quiet book reading. 
D Sand and water play and woodworking are available on regular occasions. 
f~~lNot met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
G-4. A variety of age-appropriate materials and equipment are available for children 
indoors and outdoors. 
• A sufficient quantity of materials and equipment is provided to avoid problems 
with sharing or waiting. 
D Materials are durable and in good repair. 
D Materials are organized consistently on low, open shelves to encourage 
independent use by children. 
D Extra materials are accessible to teachers to add variety to usual activities. 
D Materials are rotated and adapted to maintain children's interest. 
I INot met [3 Partially met [] Fully met 
Comments: 
132 
G-5. Individual space is provided for each child's belongings. 
D There is a place to hang clothing. 
D There are places for storing extra clothing and other belongings such as art work 
to be taken home. 
I I Not met FI Partially met |~| Fully met 
Comments: 
G-6. Private areas where children can play or work alone or with a friend are 
available indoors and outdoors. 
For example, 
Book corners, tunnels, or playhouses that are easy for adults to supervise. 
riNot met DPartially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
G-7. The environment includes soft elements. 
For example, 
Rugs, cushions, soft furniture, soft toys, comfortable chairs for adults to hold children in their laps. 
[] Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
G-8. Sound-absorbing materials such as ceiling tile and rugs use to cut down noise. 
QNotmet I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
133 
G-9a. A variety of activities can go on outdoors throughout the year. 
D Balance of shade and sun. 
• Variety of surfaces such as hardtop for wheel toys, grass for rolling, sand and soil 
for digging. 
D Variety of age-appropriate equipment for riding, climbing, balancing, individual 
playing. 
I iNot met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
G-9b. The outdoor play area is protected from access to streets and other dangers by 
fences or by natural barriers. 
I I Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
134 
H. Health and Safety 
H 7a. Children are under adult supervision all the times. 
For example, 
Children are supervised by sight and sound. 
QNotmet • Partially met |~1 Fully met 
Comments: 
H-12. Children are dressed appropriately for active play indoors and outdoors. 
• Extra clothing is kept on hand. 
• Protective clothing such as smocks is kept on hand. 
I |Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
H-13a. As children use the facility, teachers and children keep areas reasonably clean. 
• Tables are washed and floors are swept after meals. 
• Toys are picked up after use. 
• Children participate in cleaning and discard their remaining items in waste bins.* 
I iNot met I 1 Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
135 
H-13b.Toileting areas are sanitary. 
• Toilet area is sanitized daily. 
QNotmet I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
H-14a. Teachers wash their hands with soap and water at appropriate times. 
• Before preparing or serving food. 
• After assisting children with toileting or nose wiping. 
• After handling pets or animals. 
[]Not met n Partially met l~l Fully met 
Comments: 
H-14b. A sink with running water of comfortable temperature is very close to toileting 
areas. 
I iNot met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
136 
H-15a. The building, play yard, and all equipment are maintained in safe, clean 
condition and in good repair. 
D No sharp edges, splinters, protruding or rusty nails, or missing parts. 
D Glass, trash is removed from children's play areas. 
• Outdoor sandboxes are covered when not in use. 
D The water play table is cleaned and sanitized with a bleach solution daily, when in 
use. 
QNot met I 1 Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
H-17a. Toilets, drinking water, and handwashing facilities are easily accessible to 
children. 
For example, 
Facilities are either child-sized or made accessible by non-slip stools. 
DNot met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
H-17b.Soap and disposable towels are provided. 
I I Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
137 
H-17c. Children wash hands after toileting and before meals. 
D Children are educated by teachers concerning handwashing procedures: use of 
running water, soap, rubbing, and single use of disposable towels. 
D Children wash their hands before using the waterplay table or separate wash bins 
are provided. 
•Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
H-18a. Areas used by children are well -lighted and ventilated and kept at a 
comfortable temperature. 
I I Not met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
H-18b. Electrical outlets are covered with protective caps. 
I I Not met 1 I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
H-18c. Floor coverings are attached to the floor or backed with non-slip coverings. 
•Not met []Partially met []Fully met DNot applicable 
138 
Comments: 
H-19a. Cushioning materials such as mats, wood chips, or sand are used under climbing 
equipment, slides, and swings. 
I |Not met I I Partially met HI Fully met 
Comments: 
H-19b. Climbing equipment swings, and large pieces of furniture are securely anchored. 
For example, 
Permanent equipment outdoors, tall storage shelved indoors. Heavy piece of furniture such as video 
monitors are secured so they cannot be climbed on by children. 
I iNot met I I Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
H-20a. All chemicals and potentially dangerous products such as medicines or cleaning 
supplies are stored in original, labeled containers in locked cabinets inaccessible 
to children. 
riNot met l~l Partially met I I Fully met 
139 
Comments: 
I. Nutrition 
1-3. Mealtime is a pleasant social and learning experience for children. 
D Mealtimes promote good nutrition habits. 
D At least one adult sits with children during meals to provide good role model and 
encourage conversation. 
D Children are encouraged to serve and feed themselves and assist with clean-up. 
D Chairs, tables, and eating utensils are suitable for the size and developmental 
levels of the children. 
D Children eat their meals indoors and under direct supervision of teachers.* 
I INot met PI Partially met I I Fully met 
Comments: 
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.t*J \xluiA Jitil ûAi U^je JlilaVI Jk. AJitiluVI ÛJ**4j Ol jtlu.VI/6JjUVI .5-1 
:JG«Sl Jyx» yic. 
IjjUâj j ^jLu l^uuL ;dil^lu £JjVI j jj (JlilaVI 
, ^C-luLûll I^î_yluijl <jjUall (JUaÀ.11 ^3 tJUja^l 
XA£ ja Jjj • Lj jrw Jâ Jh • jâj2j v • 
.fILJI d^Loll Lflc SJ&lui.nl! ÂjjLxiI Jjjla IjLulLuu CiljlluiVI/eiiLuVI .1 6-1 
:vlc. J»L22 Jjkll 
SjUI • 
.JSUJI ^Lal (j j ( h all • 
,i—luUuejl dljluJl (_ylc. yauuill! • 
(j-o jSÙll ^luisLLaj JliLVI .lie. AauJaljll (jjj!jâîl ^le- Cjliiîl Q 
.l$l JjlaJl fUSI jKl JSUJl ^ Je JUkVI Aillai Uâljxll Cj|jllu,Vt/e^UVI • 
# 4 » o ( _ Î 3|ja2I ^ Ajxlllall jl 4_tijaLajl ^ljLuJI (JjjaIoj Q 
x.is jàjL n L3> >j2j n >j3jV n 
: jjLûlt 
jl i. ôjiû jl ^ jjj £)\ £L»J yjlui <Uaj4 (JjJa ^1 jl uilixJI Ijlaaluu V (jl GljlluiVI/eliLuiVI ylfr _u 6-1 
.JU^VIù^ 
:JUL«ll Jaimi 
*. jlScVI ^ps JJS Û!>VI jukvi JO LI, J» U>ai Jlikvi IjJcUj cjljU^VI/e^UVI 
4 '|J,. CjUj Juj-ajl jl jsy 1 A-LûJ V 
2>U£ jâjjj • Lû ja. jâjjj • jâjli V 0 
:ijJ*j3l 
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.Cjâjll fJsjui ÂnjJLiuiU yKîl cjj^al! ,7-i 
;JlUl (J;Uui 
tJatiLLajU (JliuijUo j\jl tû^LuoiJ ^ 
«Lû^XIAUJ yujt jjS3 v jb^ii Cji jj-oi 
J3j4 0 lû>- >j2j 0 jâj4 V • 
:i3^' 
.^jâVI JLuilUI j yâ if Ijjlui i^yâjlui* 'ùaalj_>» 3_*lc JlilaVI .1 g.l 
jâiy D Vj» >>y CD jâj^j V D 
^3» i_âjsûllj lilJjj JaUaVlj w.Jaàll <jiajjlUI lie JlilaVI QjJcLuu ditjlluVI/ojjlmVI .ui 8-i 
.ji^ïStub» Ja. Ja*j y32l lllLilSll JLiMÛuiI ylc jcLiue 
jàjlj D L3_> jâ jjj D jà Jh V D 
:<jykiil 
jjjjl jUâjjlj ùi>VI SjcLu« J ùjIjlUIS yCUiaVI djWI ylfr JlilaVI ûjacLuy CiljlÔu<VI/sjûlu.VI .9-1 
. J£Iul*1I JSLI liiWil)j 
,i—lje. ^ yill liîjLuJJ jUSjl 
.(jC.1 «I^VI dljiuji 4j/i'nl CjUajIjLuil IJI-ITjj tljâjau jLSll 
,i—s^USkVlj AjUjIjII ^jjSj J <—iUSSluiV jL&jl (_Ji (jjjjLu jUSll 
^u\£ jâjli d Luja. jàjjj • jàjlj v n 
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«Uu.ll. ^clÛaVI JlilaVI 4jlul Oljllu.VI/6j2Lu,VI CA*âjj JjS .iQ-l 
;JlUl (JjUui yrlc. 
i jy* i fill «ill (ji jjUjll (jlc. Jlii.VI nu 
XA£ jâjij D luja. jâjjj • jàjjj V n 
.I^yâlU JSI.UI.IJI Ja, VJJ jlSâlj ^JFCjfrLuL* £)ft ^>1511 JlilaVI .11-1 
_ ^ JûUl _JUC- tél^liaill I Ajjjâlioj ÙAui^ (JlilaVI téll-JAjjjl aJI^ jLlSJl 
# JlilaVI (J^la-ll jUSll 
(çj^VW _jl-> t—ilalVU jjUHÎlS ^ ^.hiilioll JJC. Qa ^^1 g^lc. Lué_^*jB (jl 4ÂÙA çL^ac.1 
*,<lo ùaJlj Axial 
5L.IS jSjl • tû> jàjL • jàjijV • 
:t3^*2ll 
5^*11 .<-1 
.JlilaSU 4*dlàJI Cit^LnaVI JjIÎj JJA, J&wlUlj Jj4aJI ioyjJjll Jxû uua. £)•« ^yJI yâ CùLj*51l J^uû .1 g_u 
j CiLeLaaJlj (jjâl**ll ^L-u (J a nil j Cjla.Lliia.VI iSj^ (J* 1"*^ 4a.l2» «ylLlùll 4_lull [J 
.j» j^la,la. i.lni^ t-JC-Xell 
. l-iMil ull jl (_5joiI jùll ^ jjîl (JjjJai jl JJ, tiift j-Ul^VI ' ,l"ii Je. aJj^xj (j£a) <Jj3aJl Q 
l^ JAiljîjl j CiLaûàJl ^ac.Jj t^ yajxJ Clique j 4 , ni 4 jl j-c ç.Uaell lélîjj «V l^aJl Ijmi (_5ic- (J-lxj ^ ueUjall Q 
.(JliLMl ^Lûa.VI 5^6AàJ 
.l_luili«3l gcgûll (jlc- fjjjJaJ fUâi (^â (jJaj J J_>J=3 J^âll ÂJJJJ^ÎI -kiaâJl • 
(Jikll 4^1 jl i>» JjSI Ç-UalxiLdll jJâ (jlc. <LoLaîl 1-iiTil ull £AJ (Ji pill (Jib 4^j (J*S) ^Ic. ^Mxll Q 
.(Jj-<aâil (Jâ.b 
x»i£ jâjjj n Lu j». js JJJ n jâjjj v n 
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J*jj f UjI tjjâ uûau |3U - Jikl! 4JSJI ÂoajJI uijbÛÎI jUicb Ja.JiU.mjl yâ jjljj yJa*j y^jjll JjJaJI .4-Y 
JbuVI eUL-VI J-» ^.UjJI 
.tilJIli jaJI ULa yuijj oiLuil J*aâll j: jtâ. ljj*L jUcVI JS .i 4-Y 
jàji • jàji V • 
.Jaùull u*SJIj LjjxlJI (jjj U Jilij yJasu Jj-laJI .ui 4-i_i 
jàjl) D jâjjj D jàjl V 0 
.(SjjjS téjj**fl <C.J> Uilcl yâ jâjle Jalduiîl jUâ. û-a jjSI dlU* .^4-V 
XiS. jjji • tù> jàji, • jàjjj V • 
JjjaJI yâ éjîjl» 6JJMÎI LjMûaxil J éjjjsil ilôlûaxJI (jurin JxulLa £jjj yjljj ,4 4-Y 
SJS jâji • Li> jiji • JijSj V • 
IjJjllxjll 
4£. j.ma nil ^ i41^"i u mil 4_i»£ jin'Vi LÛJJ Jal ni 11! SjHuiVI/jllwiVI SjJb-aj Jilall »Jjlxa (jjj ûjljJ .j 4-<-r> 
.SjtluiVI/jlluiVI SjJLl» J éjjAJI 
jâjjj D jâjjj n Jâ Jjj v 0 
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.jljJiU JjjÎj V J yuwa. Jjjaj V J »JJ«jla Jl>«llj uu£2lj wWVI JÎJJ .1 5-iu 
jà>y D t£>. jâjJJ D jâjJJ V 0 
:Jjki]| 
,<Luij.Ull l>ui JjS JlilsMl 1.1,1' ni Ul i^JaUI jjlûll <-i & yJc SjSjle CilJjullj j|j*l\ ,J 5-Lrl 
.tjjljjllj jUK Ajauull i—llxJ^U Q 
,l$jl jljinin^lj l"AtT.4A 3^a.j • 
.Olj-lâU 4 Ltia dlLkllc Q 
.Ajtjuijx CJVI tO^U^xuJ tojj, n A ' Q 
.ù> • 
.Â£ji1<i1l (jaûlj*Jlj i(Jilaîl (t> *» _i Jjljl t4jj jîl C)lj.ll 4x«ljJ (-_ixl diljjl • 
_i\jM J (JUj ul*]l • 
jâjjj n JSJJJ n jâjjj v n 
:<jjki3l 
^>*111 j^ îaûjl '.'"it yk. Sj'fili,o g^UI ^  jjJjiîl ^ blâlj t&jjjiHII Jl* ^ il&VI CiljJl JL«*1ui1 ,6-«-i 
.I.iAUILUI 
.IgJLaxluil (JJS jLSjl (JjS qa 1^"IT->I^ H ^ 2 • 
.JoUiill _^>il cJjl^J j diljUi D 
,J_p3JJ*-4ÎI oAALLa Jic. (JliLVI • 
(_5^ïjll J(j£i2]l 4_uùjj jJâj 4i__)*-»! (jiajjx^all jcaljjjll (JlilaVI £-a (jjjûiâUj Cil jULw^l/a • 
.(j-ojJ (jJJjjS j hVilj I " n ii jl j A n-il •% Cil j.dI I « t_y5 ^blc.^1 (JjLluj (JotIi n"l • 
i3Mi v D jâjjj • Uij*. jâjl) • jàji) V n 
uiljAiU Jilall '.inilUI jjiuil uiuia. yje Âc^jjla CiUaLîu ijjâjj Ci|3ULuiVI/6jjLuiVI .7-
;4alUll 
«^1^1 ,i 7-
rJliLoJI JjjL y^c. 
,4jjA2kJ J <jjLuu J 4jJJJ La jjle. jAAxlll jll JlilaVI *Uafrl 
.L-llxlVlj frUxll ijk (JlilaVI pVûJull (JLmUjuiI 
. J J^iwa j (JlilaVI JL*C,I q^JC-
.AaalSlI ^jluijl-6-6 j jitilj t^jjiajl je, (J^ai-a3 (-5S^ j ^UJJ_J (_5Jlc. (JlilaVI uU 
,^211 j^Ijl$-a j ^AjlwcJ (*£al]l ^^Jc- ^JjùLa AaaJJj fUdoà-ali kutl u\U ojjlxall (j-ajâ ^ApUaC-l 
jâj4 D lûja. jâjjj • jàjjj v D 
„AjeU5a.')fl ljIJJAAÎI AJAZ .w 7-
: Jllell (JlUjji (jlc. 
^@1 jùll L-i*JlU ^LiaIluVIj CjU*5a1I c-Uj ojji_^3 Cille, ja^q l-ulIII (jjo '&AÀ JlilavU 4_ul^ e i " *1 1, 11 
.AijlVI CjUljUaJU ^LojAVIJ (Jliia^U d)jjfc (JA*£ (jyjàVl (JlilaVI Û^C-Lulq J ^LUAVIJ ASjLuLall <a.\j| 
#ù  ^ j^ ' " J 4jl^ luJ^U (jjl» <—iljaiSjjjjl 
jàjjj n tuj=w jàjjj n jâjjj v n 
:c3jLÛ3I 
.uijjaûîlj tJjLuûJI tuiUuiVlj jiiîl JUeWjj&ijJl yic JLâlaVI ^i> un .£ 7-
.^yaJlj ( JSaUl f ^p yLa (je- Aall^cll Otj^^U j_^illj l—tili-tiSll j ^J3JJ1Î JaiïLlû 
.Aiudlj ^ujjaIIj dlâjll çUAlLa (jtiLifl yâ.j^ luVI J JaLuull <u3llfl 
Aiil j <£jLjLo t<djla.j2jLe J jlSâl frUaC-l *4a jdia «UlujItSjJÙah jl ja «LàL^aL tiâlljj -g *'" oUîîl (JlilaVI JjSâJ A-Lajj ^Ic. eJC-luLell 
.(JSULall (Ja. ^ ^hc-Luiej tU-lxlll (^3 (jjjâ.V1 
AÂilVI CjUjoaJl ûUa. ôjjJ jjjjull jajS 4juulall ^ic- (2jlùa.VI o^aLJlui 
.UJIJ^VI J ^15jVI (jLexluV L>ÛJ3 (3lâ. 
.5 jjLa-all dll jlaJlj yjlxall (Jja, jJxull 
.J* jlij fri-Alij *, iw-^i ^j? 
jà>y D jâjl D jâjjj V n 
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.Sf tjillj 3jâ£llj 4x111 <UÙJJ yaoîû .J 7-iu 
; JlLJI (JuUui ^Jc. 
jJli^VI LgjlAj L_)jlaall AjUS ije- rnVïll L-jjLallI je- Jjjj t JUluiVIj u-u£>ll Ù*Ij3 
_<aÎ£ j* jj£V l^jc- 4-lL^VI ^LLkJ Alluii (Jiiall (Jtjxi) t4juiâil»ll Cjâjil frUafrl 
.JUkVI AlLul ^ AjUVI 
.(JlilaVI AÎ_yU Lui AjâLjal CjLûjLua pUaC-l 
.Ajjj-all idiLajLuallj A-ûc- Ajjj JJSJJ i<C-j-oxuxlt 4*111 j £A Ajjj^all CjLolSll (JLA*AU)I njj-âiil ^ *LwiVI AJAUU 
i(tiL^VI <—Ajtll t l^c-V' tASjaJ^ll ( j jû l tAjgi j iu^  A\\ S jjAjjiII (JLûjlLuj! 
.AiijÂ-ftll *^L»Vlj (J^lj Aâîià-all dlUaLuaîl (Jjjla je- 4jVj£]U (JlilaVI ^LajAl ^Aa. uiT) 
jâj4 0 jâjli D jâj2j V 0 
: (3^1*21! 
.4-ûl OUI-)Il OljjLJt Aoajj .J 7-<-I 
:JlUl JiUii ^ic. 
.Cjvlautll t-jjSjj ^ jLullj (jjlj3llj jaJlj jâS3l£ Uui*i\l L_i*il AaLuiaIIJ Cjâjll joâjJ 
.ASjaJlj ^jlc-VVj JaLuiillj AimK AjSjaJl CLiUaLuall JJâjJ 
.AjjjulâJl (jLeCVlj CjUUftlIj OLalaJl ejjxj-till AJSJSJI CJUoLuuII jj3JJ 
3U£ jâjij • Lû>. jâjjj D jâjjj V n 
„4uJ|jxll diLuijLaaIIj <L«^Lutll 4JËUVI f'UaClj un .i—i 7-V 
; JllJl Jjjiu ^c. 
,<C- alLû Ajjl ic- jl ûa ,aJj23 a fuL 
" .Jll.il tllili itiSU» 
t(J AwA^LuJl (jjiSh. A-lûjj ^Ic. ^C-LuiJ dAJaLuUJ ^Uall 
.AjilSll AaIjIIj (jjjUull Je- (Jj»n-hil tjjlLaiVI Q*J^J t jjûjJl (JjjtiS 4-Ukj^oll CLiljl*jl un 
.(jliuiVI I.nit-I j '.nihil éjbj 0e- C^kSl' 
!>U£ jâjlj • Ljj=> jâjl; D jâji V D 
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jjjSj j (J5L5JI jjjfciît Âjajj .j 7-lj 
Uuui Je. 
.(Jb-oL^ll jjoia J t^uijll iSluijilb ^uljllS 4jÎ3 l" \\ in! t!a\ AjjjjLm 
e4J^làJl 4jaI jùll OUaLuullj 4j£jaJl CLiUaLuull A^LulaIIj CjSjII ji3jj 
_AAÎAXJJ(dlVI fl^aOwlj ^joj' UJJ*U <vlajiiû^Ll £*Ltiu)VI J çbxlli A^JLlui^-ùll ' **'1 AAJJJLM 
^olali jjic- (Jjj-aaJl fjji V-iJ LjUlSiuiVI t>iLuil Jc. Jaxj <Lûâll CjUaLJull ^.la» <a 
.Ltib (JajUuU V f8;U*iA Jl£JiVtjtJtAui]i i jbSJl (JjS £)A <aJLLeJl jLtiJl 
.OJAJLIQ CJUUU (JLQJ jljJâjJ 
jâjl D Ljjçk jâjjj • jâjli V D 
:(jjLûit 
.yiUSM £jBM .c 7-Y 
Je 
4jil£Jl 4j>^VI JlilaVI SUx JU3 Jll cAiLÊll J) AâL-Vb JliLVI Ulju-aS 4il^. LûUUu ol^ jyâJJ 
.W* 
JftJ JlikVI ÔJJ CjUM^VI flj^l ^ Jll djlLUSnilj ^tijlb îjjUll 
.4jjjj-all Ajâlijj tSjxuVIj t Jila AJAuoJI diLL^all je- 4ajL*b 
,4Xlllj t^UuiVlj jt j*ll (_>ojC- J^là. (j* têlljj (_gV (_g jj^ll i 
^jïLJl 41^1 (JUkVI Cjlâia U^XJ Jll CJV JSUI ^kll 
.(JlilaVI (j-» Sj^.ja1I 4e.j<a->aII J <joijSjuû1I AaIIsmûII Olitiull jA jbc-Vb Jl&xVI 
.clittUult (jA jj*-*all L_U£JI Sclja 
4£.^51*11 CjliUull j* (j-a*^al!j t(j-u2>Lal1 «^ajmj^all tjjiâlb A^JLMLAII (jjjâ.1 jljjj JJAVI »bljl ùjcJ 
.^la-ail 4jâl£ll jJLaaIIj L a^lluJl Jl uj^ bxjj ^ Uall 
".^ûLuiîl" ÇC^Lù L-USJ ^ ull yjJaljA (ji AC-JJIAII 4jâUull jjsûll CL1I5-Xjjguwa 
Xol£ jàjij • Lû> jàjlj • jàjiV • 
rjjkîll 
.fjjJI f-UjI j^UaUj jUiiV JlÂLbU cijlj a\JJ\ ùjjâjj Uj|3llu,VVej2lu,VI .8 
. JliJaVI 1^-iA jllàj CllLln'-lll (j* (JilùJ A&jJ Q 
.ClllaLijll (_paxJ Â£jLLall ^Je (Jilall Cjl jlluiVI/»jjLuiVI Q 
.!*; pUUVI JliLVI «JliLVI 1*j U Jill CALUiîl Jd (jjjjj ol jU-.Vt/»j3UVI • 
^ • ^> jâjij • jàjlj V • 
IJjLûîl 
.ClUaLuûll OU A n i ni n jjCj <Lui1ui 4 jllVnl J&I j* Q^eJâJ llll jl2uiVI/»JjLuiVI ,9 
(. 11 n « ÂJlîijVI jlûjûjoi^U JliLVI CjI juLuj^l j • 
,jà*J JaLij liljajlî Lajb ijjjxa*A jjfr JlilaVI D 
.jUiisvi «^aJiiuiillUiiu^i ÂL.J6114ji*j J4 JLLLII j •—j • 
jâjjj D Lû> jâjJJ D jâjJJ V D 
:c3ji*3ll 
.AjLjjjIIj AJaiaâ^il AJaJuVI jjj*j1 «LliS &JÎJA CiljUu.VI/6JjLuiVI .10 
Jiiiji Je 
_ (JlilaVI lZjLûLqjaIj OLxLîtixt (jjxjljj CjIÔVIujV 
.(JliLVI Ajuluo-e jjj (jti j (^jIA _yaJ Je. AJUjIAII JJC. ClVL^lljl juâu l. Uu-h Je. (jjlùau CJI311LUV VÛ^-^VI 
X«li jàjl) • L3>jàj2j • jàjlvD 
,»Jjâlej <UjUb tijjkj ^13J f>23lj tjSVI i^laJI fUntl «LLjjJI JIA&VI .11 
.^Lûll (jlft (JiJall ï-lcLund £_>«ll Jc-llillj Âij Jàil C.il.italliJl (_>ojiS (Jxiuii 4jjjjjJI (jLacVI D 
.(JlilaVI •il.iT.1ml (JJlâjll S Je. Lui*  ^nil • 
.^•1 Inl,ii«ill jJS (_ylc- JlilaVI >"il •>!jit I < .iint Je. AajjjjJI jLaeVI 1-1—»•" Q 
: JlUl Jjiui Je 
.'ùjbin"U jjiil JUL5U Jjiii jjàjJ 
jâjJJ D {àj* jàjjj D jâjjj V D 
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ÂjAjlâJlj ÂJÎÂUI lîull .£ 
.JlilaVI j»JC £)*Maii j JU*lui}U <Lâl£ A^JàIjII J«aàll 3aIui4 .i ]_£ 
X,l£ jàjjj D lûja. jàji D jàjJJ V D 
:<jyl*jll 
JlilaVI CILGJNT I Jl! JLÂJL U«ll ÂJÀLS <1«x1uia!I KJA.jUxJI 5aLul«1I ,i_i L-£ 
;(Jli»!l i_W" yk. 
_4j]3âwa CLil5j! Jjù&jj 4a\*w " t">1 «J.^ (JAUUU AjjaxJI dilc. J^XAII 
yjs jkjh 0 jâjjj 0 jâ j2j V D 
:û^l 
.SjjjSJI ÂpjjuXAil yâj TÉJJLUFL CjIcja^> yâ JlilaVI ujCjluû dyau UÛJJ 5aLul»1I ,2-JT 
.A hniiVI ^Ic-jl (jjj c5_)^l yJl Â*>1 mo (j* jj^yaîl (JliJaVI (j^ (jAjkjJblj Cjl^w i^lll l>i • 
.<1 Jj-uU l_il JiiVI (j^ Cil jlluiV 1/D jjLmV I (jS-oJ l'ijyi ^ l-i n i"il-J » n oil [] 
.JliLVI (Jjjwaj (JjS <lull jj.>itll i_i\£ Cjâj ^3 4_^l.n,ajl Jl (jjl, <-ij OljtLuiW»j2LuiVI Q 
yjS jâjlj • tu ja. jàjjj D jàjJJ V D 
m Ji! Âcjjl» LjUaUlj JJAJ (Jj-uû linau wjJJ AALUVJI 
cjxlll A eJskjlojJa2_j ajjt i n '"'l"-j"~ •> 4_jùl^)3 <c. jjiLo '"«H-J ,V« <_jUûxiiV 4_a.LuLell Q 
5jjL* Oç.)jij tdiljjilJ «Uxla <_jl*JI «'il ji <ibj3l °J"'J«(jjjîl! <(_s-oljJ) 
.fUaub (jjjâjlo S jlaJj eluij J»j L_il&]l • 
js>y n lûj?- jâiy n jàjjj v n 
,AjajlâJI j «ylÂWt Aiull Afrjjlej » jâjl» JUJa^U (_5 jaÎÎI j^Ialî! i.ji.nt yjfr Cil JjiaÎI j 
. jUaSj^lj <£>^jLuLall (JSUix £_La] ïjâjl» UjIJiuallj jlj^ll "Llâl£ Q 
.ô^a. ÂJla. (^âj AJulo jljxjl • 
.(JliLVI Jf& ù"6 1<J (Jï! 1 n «Il jLwloiVI ni'1 A.> j-ii-t uj A^jli* i_iâjl L*5lj Âc. JJBJA jI jaÎI [j 
.CjILUuI] ^ jjjll 4iLJaV I4J Ijijul 1 "j (_5lak CiljUuiVI/ejjLuiMl ejâjle ÂjâL-ol ^1 j-a • 
.LûIj JliLVI j»UûaI jja-a (jjSjI ^libj JliLVI (jjj jj-^ j|j^]| • 
jâ>y D jàjl) n jâjjj v n 
:i3J1X2ÎI 
.CiISJIaaÎI liât! (Jita JS1 Sjijx» ÂjjIjâ CiIaLul» 
-L>u^UÎI (Jjkjl (jlS* Aîkjj • 
.Ciull iijj (jjiiil JlxftlS Sj&VI CA£^l2*<allj ÏùjI jll (_)iuiLall hitl 4j£xl ùa,jj • 
Xsi£ jâjjj n (f je- n jâjjj v n 
i^jkili 
.(jjAua £-a jl jjLoj I^jS L-ndll JliiaMl (jL*J La.jlâj LÎÂU Sjâjxa <Lutilâ. CiIaLul» 
(Jjajji yrlc. 
.jb£11 (Jjâ £ya i—aijxuVl ^Iji I" «—utlll CLijJJ jl t^Uûl fcôpljâil Uljj 
x>i£ jâjjj n tuja. jâjii n jâjii v n 
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j*Aje. ô n ' rill 3-LuII ,7-Ç 
(Jtoal (^Ic. 
(Je. (JlilaVI (JAÎX el&l (julau AAJJ-Q JC-LLÛ t4Âll L-lljull t I^JIJ! tùjluL» 'j'»"* ÛI^LO 
jâjJj D ÎJJ>. jâjJJ • jàjL V D 
.Ajllxil CiljAdVi (j-4 Jjft'H Jl > mil j uilvall jtjSlH illjinll A^tiLa Jl j«e J-naimJ ,8-£ 
2U£ jâjjj D tûja. jâjJJ D jâjjj V n 
;c3jki3l 
.flail pljJ yk. LajU. Ifj jiLÂll (jlw Acjjl# ikijl .19-^ 
.(JtiAtillj Jkîl (jjtjJ • 
jL»cV (jjjaj J»j il—1*11 t _ I nit*. tCûlajtll i—ilxlV * ;1. "• l^ajuilS <c. jHo  ^1~ • .•! [] 
-L$.3jill i—ixlllJ t(jjlj!ill 6L_ljSjll JlilaiU & Initiait <_J j^ ill jjjajll nmi l^e- Ci1j*a3I • 
XA£ jàjjj • Lû ja. jâjjj D jâjjj V n 
£jluill yll <y JliLVI ùSalj V yJa yt n h  jl yCliua j^ uu Ax»a-» utidî Aja.jlâJI ÂaLuliII ,i_j 9_jr 
.L^jâVt JIsLLAIIJ 
ÏU& jâjjj • Lu ja. jàjjj • jâjJJ V • 
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.-(jokili 
«LubLwJlj Aâwuall .j 
.CAijVI JS yâ jUSll uàl^il ùaÛ JlilaVI .i 7-J 
JlUJJ1 ^  
, jiaiilj £-0JUlllj (JliLVI Je L_âjA) 
jâj2j n jâjjj n jâjjj v n 
:i3i*âîl 
.La.jUkj LiâlJ hnnll Y&11 Axuilla JlilaVI (>UyU .12-J 
.fjjlîl .lie. 4ji-tljKI • 
.iie. Sjja.jx <LojaJl£ ÂjLuJî (_pu^Lo • 
• L3> jàjû • jàiy V • 
.Uj&S ùllJI ÙjJâiaj JlilaVI j Cil jliu.VI/#ijUVI <> JS ^LJI JlilaVI Jm'ih.j U-lk. .1 13-j 
,i"il it jll Juu t, ilVn AjiJajVlj tJ' n»*i CjV jlLll • 
.(Jl «tII.iVI Jxj ^SjJ i—jl*JVI • 
Cj^lx^all CliLui ^ Ulilll (j-o (jji nltljj ÂiUâiîl ^ (jjSjUij (JliLVI D 
y^jsk • jàiy • jàjiv • 
rjjlsjll 
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.Sjfk. ciijjj .u 13-j 
^jj-2 * »kn • 
x>\£ jâjli D tu ja. jàjjj D jâjl V D 
„<Uuill«]| CilîjVI yâ (jjjLuajjj f LalL (jjLJu <Iil jllwVI/a jjlwVt J 14—1 
.fULl! jj.ntl (JJ • 
,i—iûVI ÂiUâjj »LuJl CjI jjj (ji (JliLVI âj&Luw Ù*J • 
.CiUljjaJl (J»l*3ll ù*j • 
uu* jâjjj 0 yja JS_a n jâji v 0 
:tjjLû3l 
.eUill UjIjjJ Allai» LjjS Aamtla el-La ÂajJ £-a ^JjVI J*w*l <jija .lj 14-J 
Xii£ jâjij n j^ JSJJJ n JSJJJ v n 
;(jAûll 
.ïjja Alla yâj tAjjlâj tAl«l ^Sjj Lj|±uJI JSj tundll ÂaLui tykall j 15-J 
.SjjILa el ja>lj ttl lin< in tîjla. Lilj jl jJ V D 
.(JlilaVI lfc}â Jill Ath'iall (j-a £-1 jj ^ LuijVlj ^la.jîl • 
.(jLaxluiVI f-lc. 4_lLx J (jJaij <}a.jlâJl (Jxjll (jj-llluo [j 
• Ji "J (JIaxIJUIVI -iic. L-ojj jg l-ilj • OLLUII i—ixl ÂljUa H 
XA£ jàji • Li> jàjL • jâjL V • 
;(jjl*jll 
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.JlilaVI JjU1» yâ ^AjVtl J"* (jàlj&t alxa oUoll CiIjjJ ,i 17—1 
: JtUl Jjjiii 
i(jLxjSl] JJC- ÙC-Hti l«J {jS-aJjl JlilaVI Je, (jJbljatVI 
x>l£ jâjli n tjjja. jàjJJ Q jâjJJ V n 
.Sjâjl» JUeluiVI Aj^Ukl <„ à Mil imltj (jjjLajl ,i_j 17-J 
jâj4 D {pj* jâjJJ EU jâjJJ V D 
.CiL j^ll Jjâj ûUlil CiljjJ Jjâ.J J*J CijluÀj JlilaVI .£ 17-J 
ttiïlL tjjjjL-s tÂjjlaJl elwll (jLuiluil (_L«c- AjsljS Je- Cil jtLaiV 1/e1 (JJS ^ (JliLVI ^Lu • 
.(Jl.«».îmVI 4.9 ni) «1 (Jl oui ml J 
,(JiL (JSl î j k jxa  Al. (jijlja.! jl sUaII i—utj ÂîjUa (jL«iail (Jjâ (jjluûu (JlilaVI D 
2>U£ jâjlj • tû ja. jàjli • jàjjj V D 
.JlilaVI IgLt'mj yjll CiIaLuiaII yâ SjIjaJI ÂajJj S .Lia. SfUaVlj Âj^ ÔÎI j Jg_j 
2US Jyi D tj5> jijÂ, D _A)i>V • 
•jjkili 
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.JlilaVI ellaL» JajhJI ObLaj .i_i 18-J 
jâjJj D ££>• jâjJJ • jâjJJ V 0 
.Jlxjlti Sjjli JJC AJacb âiL&a jl (jaji\ Jl 4jÂL» ÂxJajVI ÂJaêl .£ 18-J 
.•(Juki]) 
,JUAIJAJIJ (jluûll CIIJXA Ciaû ô>L«*Âtiu J»Jlj uuiàJI éjLuùj LJIUIjillS SAulhII Jl.1 19-J 
jâ>y 0 jâiy 0 jâjJJ V D 
.(jijVI Jl C|UU <ulâ ôjjjill liltuVI ^iaâj (gJAljAll 6<jLûJI Lûljjui ,(_j 19-J 
;iJliaît (Jiuu: Je. 
.(JliLVI ^J^r- (iiuuj V Jix 4"iiL* jjAÛll (JaIaS <L£ll JjIjVI AjI^IûII <ull*Jl jj jâall L-iâjl Ad^jlâJl CjIJjlxJI 
J3>y D Ljja. jàjjj D JSJJJ V D 
uulljj Jj AaluaVI J JjâÛ tiUâtil Oljjlj pljjllS IJal jLu Jtil Jl>»llj ÂjjUAJI j|>JI JS .i 20-J 
.IjJI J>*JI JUlbU jLw V 5JjÀ1. 
jâjjj n jâjjj 0 jâjjj v n 
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Âjjiili j 
.JliJaSU 4 jftjlt'i Sjjaûj SjJXAJi Âj&Lwa,| <Umlla ùUa,j]| ilàj ,3-J 
4j3I Jtxll Cjljlxl! l$-i3 ^y-û-ij dilSjl Q 
AjuSLÎaII '".'J (JlÂiaiU i—ujall (Jlx»]l jâjJ *." A jtjll sUj! (JâVI .1^1 j jjjS (j m ni Q 
_4iUiiîl Ajlefr ,_ji 3 Je! null j -J • AjJjUj ^LlJÎi (JliJaVI " "j Qj 
.(JLÎLMÎ 5j_j-oill <l^yallj (jjjlio > _ )i nt (_?le (JS^I CjI^xx CiVjUaîlj .l&ljL«îl [] 
* Lkb j^KU JULV! • 
jâji n jâjjj n jâjjj v n 
:<jyl*l]l 
APPENDIX C: 
CLASSROOM DEMOGRAPHY INFORMATION SHEET 
Classroom Demography Information Sheet 
Name of Program: 
Location of Program: 
I I Khartoum 
I I Khartoum North 
I I Omdurman 
Program Type: 
Q Private Kindergarten. n Governmental Kindergarten. 
Religious Affiliation: 
Religiously affiliated 
I |Not religiously affiliated 
I I Cannot decide 
Age range of Children (in years/months): 
Minimum age 
Maximum age 
Number of children in classroom (Group Size): 
I~1BOVS D Girls D Total 
Adult-Child Ratio: child per adult 
Prints on Walls: 
I I Almost none 
flFew 
I I Adequate 
Accessibility to Materials: 
I I Not accessible 
I I Partially accessible 
•Fully accessible 
APPENDIX D: 
THE TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE 
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Part One 
Please inform us about you. 
Age: 
•21-30 
• 31-40 
•Above 40 
Education: 
•High school 
I I Partial college, enrolled in college, specialized training 
• College degree 
I I Post-graduate 
Area of Specialization: 
•No specialization (no degree) 
•bCE or related field 
mother 
Total years of experience in early childhood education (birth - 6years) including this year: 
• less than one year • 6 -10 years 
•one year • 11 - 20 years 
•2 5 years I I more than 20 years 
Years working at present kindergarten: 
• less than one year 
•one year 
•2 - 5 years 
Training Opportunities: 
I I None 
I~l0ne opportunity 
•Two opportunities 
I 16 - 10 years 
rill - 20 years 
•more than 20 years 
I I Three opportunities 
•More than three opportunities 
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Part Two 
Please inform us about your classroom. 
Length of School Day: 
Qiour hours 
Qpive hours 
QSix hours 
Enrollment Fees per Month: 
Sudanese Dinar 
Age range of Children (in years/months): 
Minimum age 
Maximum age 
Number of children in classroom (Group Size): 
•Boys 
FI Girls 
l~1 Total 
Adult-Child Ratio: 
child per adult 
Part Three 
Please respond to the following items by circling the number that most nearly represents how 
often you engage with families in the following activities. 
Almost Never Rarely Sometimes Regularly Very Often 
1 2 3 4 5 
1) I communicate with parents when they bring their child. 1 2 3 4 5 
2) I communicate with parents when they pick up their child. 1 2 3 4 5 
3) I share with parents day-to-day happenings that may affect the child. 1 2 3 4 5 
4) I report to parents changes in the child's physical state. 1 2 3 4 5 
5) I report to parents changes in the child's emotional state 1 2 3 4 5 
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6) I communicate with parents regarding kindergarten/home rearing 
practices 
1 2 3 4 5 
7) I encourage parents to be involved in the program in various ways 1 2 3 4 5 
8) I inform parents about the classroom regularly by means of 
newsletters, bulletin boards...etc 
1 2 3 4 5 
9) I communicate with parents in other ways: Yes No 
If Yes, please Specify: 
Part Four 
Please respond to the following items by circling the number that most nearly represents your 
views regarding the National Curriculum: 
Strongly disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly agree 
1 2 3 4 5 
1) The curriculum is sensitive to individual differences in ability. 1 2 3 4 5 
2) The curriculum is sensitive to individual differences in interests. 1 2 3 4 5 
3) The curriculum is sensitive to individual differences in development 1 2 3 4 5 
4) The curriculum is sensitive to individual differences in learning 
styles. 
1 2 3 4 5 
5) The curriculum stimulates physical development. 1 2 3 4 5 
6) The curriculum stimulates social development. 1 2 3 4 5 
7) The curriculum stimulates emotional development. 1 2 3 4 5 
8) The curriculum stimulates cognitive development. 1 2 3 4 5 
9) The curriculum is based on knowledge of child development. 1 2 3 4 5 
10) The curriculum provides children with concrete and real experiences 
that are relevant to their own life experiences. 
1 2 3 4 5 
11) The curriculum offers children choices of many activities and 
materials to explore through active involvement. 
1 2 3 4 5 
12) The curriculum involves minimum direct teaching. 1 2 3 4 5 
13) On a whole I would grade this curriculum as good. 1 2 3 4 5 
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Part Five 
Please respond to the following item by choosing the response that represents how often you 
use the National curriculum; and provide us with comments you think would be useful for 
our study. 
How often do you use the National Curriculum when planning your activities? 
I I Never I I Three times a week 
I I Monthly Q Four times a week 
PI Twice a month Q Fi ve times a week 
l~l Once a week Q Daily 
FI Twice a week 
Do you have any final comments? 
